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labor with literary seminaries in this way, and
all those of which I have knowledge have
sooner or later failed.
It is not too much to
say, that except under very peculiar circumwill
fail. Now is it not
stances, they always
preposterous to suppose that any of our colleges would ever consent to enforce on their
Established in l©<LO.
students so large a portion of their labor as
this, day in and day out? It may be said,
31 Exchange Street.
OFFICE
that they could conveniently make a rule for
the agricultural scholars, from which the rest
the Agencv of the following well known
would be exempt. But any man, who has the
old and reliable offices, I am prepared to take
all good KIKE RISKS, at the lowest rates of other
slightest knowledge of human nature, need I1 sound
Companies, and solicit a continuance of the
not be told how that would work.
Besides, I patronage of the pnbtic.
the labor must be of the most varied characPhoenix Insurance
ter, adapted necessarily to the calls of the
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
hour. It cannot all lie done at once, or at one
Cash Capital and Surplus.§500,000
or two selected intervals, such as
might best
suit the general routine of the college. The
farm will allow no such intermeddling with
Western Massachusetts Insurance Co.,
OK PITTSFIELD, MASS.
its wants. But how could a corps ol professors in a college adapt itself to such a state of
Cash Capital and Surplus.fwf qqq
things as that? Would either the system or
the farm yield?
Most certainly the farm
City Fire Insurance
could not; as little likely is it that the college
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
would.
Cub Capital and
Surplu..S830,000
Again, and most important, perhaps, of all,
in an agricultural school, if it is intended to be
Merchants' Insurance Company
worth anything, it is evident that the relations
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
of tile teachers to the farm, to all its doings
Caah Capital and
Surplu,.$3(0,000
and practical pursuits, must be close and constant. It is impossible for the farm to flourNorth American Fire Insurance Co.,
ish wllhoot separate teachers of its own, deOF HARTFORD. CONN.
voted wholly to its interests. For these InCash Capital and Surplu,.S3SO.OOO
terests alone, their duties will be as many and
important as any inau would wish to bear.
Manhattan Fire Insurance Company,
In conclusion, let me say I do not see how
OF NEW YORK CITY.
any man can reflect well on the large scope
Cash Capital and Surplu,.8375,000
an agricultural institute of high grade* must
necessarily have, without becoming sensible
Thames Fire Insurance Company,
that a practical connection between such a
OF NORWICH, CONN.
school and any of our colleges is neither desiCaah Capital and Surplu,.8150,000
rable nor possible.
Oxuehlot.
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Terms:
Daily Press is published every
morning (Sundays excepted), at 86.00per year in advance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
each three months'

delay,

and if not

paid
end <>f the year the paper will ba discontinued.
three
cents.
Single oopies
Th* MaixbState Press is published every Thursday morning, at 82.00 per annum in advanoe; 82.26
if paid within six months; and 82-60, if payment bo

delayed beyond

Company,

the year.

Hates of Advertising:
81 26 per square daily first week; 76 cents per week
after; three insertions or leas, 81-00; continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half sqnare, three insertions or less, 76 seats ; one
week, 81.00; 60 cents per week after.
Under head of AuuiiKsm, 8^.00 per square per
wekk; three insertions or less, 81.50.
Special Notices, 81.76 per square first week,
after; three insertions or less, 81 26;
half a sqnare, three Insertions, 81.00; one week,
81.26.

81.00 per week

Notices, in reading columns. 12 oents
per line for one insertion. No charge less than fifty
Hubihebb

cents.

Leoal Notices at nsoal rates.
inserted in the Maxes 8tate
PbjgM (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates fbr each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad-

Atlantic Mutnal Insurance Company,

•See for an account of the courae of
instruction,
the practical operation*, and the duties connected
with the agricultural school at Urignon, France,
perhaps the model school of oar times and the nearcat to meeting the wants of our own country, Colntan’s "European Agriculture and Rural
Economy,"
or Barnard's "Xslionai Education in
Europe.”
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COMPANY,
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Boston.
CASH CAPITAL,ti.372.048 74, INVESTED.

Company

divide* its net earnings to the life
holders, (not iu sorfp as some companies
do.)in cash, every five years.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
in 1868 to Life Members was

THIS
policy

condition
most vital to the permanence and success of
an agricultural
school, without which it must
be nearly worthless, it is that of constant
practical labor on the farm in connection with
the teaching of science and the theory of the
art.
1 his labor must
always he comparatively
large. At Griguon, in France, it amounts to
not less on the average than from six to seven
hours a day. And it is
equally necessary that
tliis labor should be obligatory on
every scholar.
The “voluntary principle” will not answer for a moment.
Repeated attempts have
been made in this country to connect manual

&

Or the

$335,000.

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premiums may be paid in ten years—no forfeiture

after.

WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
Bbi»j. F. Stevens, Secretary.
Policies are issued on the life, or for a term of years,
or ou certain contingencies.
Creditors may insure

Casco Street.

their debtors on time
”Mv obiect is to call attention to the fact that a
policr oi Life Insurance is the cheapest aud safest
mode of making a provision for one's family.”—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurauee. at his office, or at their own
of business, and assist them in making
applications.
in Portland mav be made to the following parties: Messrs. H. J. Libby k Co,. Steele k
Hares, Ezra Carter, Jr.. Messrs. Howard k Rtrout,
Geo. W Woodman,Rsq., Messrs. John Lynch k Co..

OFFICE OF THE

(MIMA* MARIAE MUM
Comer of Wall A NumiSU., N. Y.

Portland.

720 pp—price M OO in Muslin.

CASH
is illustrated by 19 portraits of promiTHIS
nent lawyers, and coutains memoirs of all the
who

CAPITAL,

Work

Total Amount of Assets.January 1, 18a,

• 1,135,540 75
From Statement for year ending Dee. 81.1882,
Total amount of Premium',
81.035.248 84
Net Proflta,
228.789 14
Dividend for the rear to stockholden.141-8 per oent.
Guaranteed Cash Dividend, to Dealer,.
(holding certificates of same) on paid
premium* earned during the year.
whether los* haa accrued or not,
15 per oent.

BAILEY 6r NO YES,
Booksellers,

Publishers ft

Losses

PORTLAND, Mss.

Premium is

mchlOdfcwSwSO

paid in Gold upon Risks
in like currency.

on

which the

paid

Dealers with this Company will be allowed the option (to he aignifled at the lime oi app ication for insurance) of receiving in lieu or ecrip, at the end of
each year, return* in Oa«h. or
premium, pnld and

California.
—

earned during the rear, upon all new riaka under the
New York form or policy, aa follows:
1st. Upon every OPEN policy (canoo am*,)upoa
which there ahall have be n earned and paid 8800 and
upwards, a return or TWENTY per rent.
2d. Upon other vorage ri,ka upon canoo and
rnaioMT, a return of FIFTEEN per cent.
8d. Upon Tiwu riaka upon HCLLa and raaioHT*.
a return of TEN per cent.

i’assAOE Tickets for tbe Steamers
ling from New York, on the 1st,
h. 21st of each month, may be aered by early application to

LITTLE. Agsal.

OFFICE.31 Exchange Street,(Up Stairs.)
mchll d&wtt 39

SAIL CLOTH.
j

1L1ICRU FLAX PICK, Till Bin STRIPES.

Such privilege however being confined to persona
and firm,, the aggregate or whoae premium,
upon
such policies earned and paid during the year ahall
amount to the sum of oue hundred dollars.

JOHN W.

MUNGER, Agent,

Iffo* 166 Fore Street, head of Long
dec 19
PORTLAND. ME.

C MORRIS, President.
THOS. L')RD, Vice President.
W* M. WHITNEY, Secretary.
_

St«,(cor.

of
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ALL FROM A O Nos. 1 TO ft.

Marine Risk*

by the year will be taken by this
oitA hips,Barque* and Brigs. Also risks on
and Freights. The public desiring to insure

Company

ALSO OF BAUD

Cargoes
their vessels by the year, will find it for their interest
to avail themselves of the advantages presented
by

CORDAGE, AC.,

For sale by

this

LE MESURIER ft CHAMPION,
fit. Peter Street,QUEBEC.

JN. W.
General
01

orders taken by
T. FATTEN k CO.,
Front Street, Bath.

|

PER VOYAGE.

re.pectfully notify the pubprepared to take M ARISE RISKS oo
Ships, Barques, Brigs, Schooners, Cargoes and
Freights, per roya/e. namring Rates. Partin de-

lic that he

merchant,
& 103 A'ator Street,
GEORGETOWN, D. C.
Commission

Kkpbbs to—Leonard Cotton,Esq., Portsmouth.X.II.
I F Williams, liamptou, X. 11.
feb2 d3m
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u

•irtug Insurance will Sud it for their iuterect to call.

1

LOSSES PAYABLE in current fhndi. New York.
In conformity with the GaaaaaL Policy held by
me, thiuty Da Yu afier the prceutatiou at the office
of the Company, in .V*tc Pork, of uti. factory proof
of loss, and interest of the assures in .aid property

War Rinks Taken.

Estate,
OFFICE.

PORTLAND,

20 HOUSES, at price, from *1000 to SS000.
LOTS. at price, from *200to *3000.
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000. 000 feet of LAND.
2 STOKE LOTS oil Commercial Street.
MOSES

OYSTERS,
Cooked in the beat manner, at tbe

ALBIOIY

RESTAURANT.
Meal* at all hour*, cooked to order.
-A LAO-

ENGLISH ALE ON DRAUGHT

0. D.

MILLER, Proprietor,

RearlJ. 8. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland
dec28 8m

MERCHANT S’ EXCH ANGE
-AMD-

Eating House.
L. 8.

MAINE.

follows: «*ch desk to be

is

prepared

to obtaiu from the

THE
United States Government, 9100Bounty Money,
Back
Ac., for heirs of Officers
Pay.

or

in the U. 8. service.

Invalid

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
sickness contracted while in the service
disabled
of the United States, in the line of duty.

by

Pensions
Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died, while in the service of the United States.
Prise Money. Pensious, Bounty aud Back Pay collected for Seamen and their heirs
Fees, for each Pension obtained, Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will receive
prompt attention.
Post Office address

SET1I E. BEED1
_

AujfuutH, Me.

RXrKRBKCBfl:

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaiue,

_

lepSOdAwHtf

Hon.

teet two

July next.
Proposals, under seal,

mar be left at the Mayor’s
before the 20th day of March, at 12’ X-,
they will be opened.
com nittee reserve the right to reiect any
proposals they may deem not for the interest of the city
to accept.
W. W. THOMAS, Chairman,
me hit dtmch30

Office
when
The

procured by

JOH.T W. nOtiER,
Ho. 168 Fore St., head of Long* Wharf,
Hortlaad, Maine

ou or

lined llmeodfcw6:34

DR. WAITE RR.JOHHSOH
Help Tor the

sick and

Wounded

the Portland
Men's Christian Association would most
THE
to all
ly
and to

No. lOO Commercial Street.

OF

Young
earnest-

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

Paint oatabliahmeot.

Joseph B. Hal),

Sec W of State

Hon. Nathan f>auje,
State Treasurer.

kept

in >

AT

prescription

Portland, Me.

decl2 eodSm

NOTICE^
Internal Revenue

A

!

Stamps.

FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
office. N«>. 92 Commercial street; and the

my

public will be oxpectedto
date. (January 1. 1838.)

use

them

on

aud after this

When sold in sum* less than one dollar, payment
required in Postal Currency.
Orric* Hours—9 to 12j A M ; 2 to 4} P. M
NATH’L J. MILLER, Collector
dtl

1

DOLE

1st District state of Maine.

Dimension*, At*., Wanted.
LINEAL feet,
by 15 Rock Maple or

500
1000 ft 4

1J

by 8 iu ps 20 and 22 ft lg J
Beach.
88 ps 8 bv 12—12* ft long, of Black Ash.
400 pi es. 85 ft long, 12 in. diameter at the butt, and
8 at the top. straight and sound, of white,
vellow,
and second growth Red Oak, Yellow and Brown
Ash, L ray and White Map'<e and llaetuatac.
1.285 lineal feet, 12 by 12. White Pine Lumber.
9,885 feet face, 4 by 4, white pine Plank.
D T. CHASE.
Apply to
mch5 dtf

&

WHOLKflALI

DEALER. IK

6 Qalt Blook Ooramerolal Street.
PORTLAND. Mb.

AKDBKW T

June 18

jal»dkwly

DOLE.

rBAKKLIM C MOODT.
eodtf

Street, Thomas Block,

PORTLAND. ME.

>M Coat*,

Pant*, Vests, Jackets,
Lsdioo’ Riding Habit*, 4c.,

-xK.

Cat, mad* sad trimmed by

A. D. REEVES,
M

V|1

Taller,

•

EXCHANGE

STREET,

Portlaad. Ainit«. HMS

“Home

dly

Again!”

undersigned

would laform hi, old friend!
and the public, that attar an absence of
twenty.
(tea rear,, he hae returned to hi* uative
place and
purchaaed of Mr. Tbomae Richard, hi* iuterwt ta

THE

Washington Street Bakery,

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in winilar eetabdehmenu: fbd be
bopas. by
eloee application to btwiue«, and an endeavor to
pleaM.to merit a■ hare of patronage

III. BRA DISH.
OOOD FAMIL r FLOUR by tb* barrel. *r la last
daaOU

quanta!**

_

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,
■ AICVACTtlll or

Steam Engines, Steam BoilerSi
IB hut Hsctirrioi ir iacii.rii,
Slaaa Cock*. Valree. Pipe, and Connection,. Whola•al*

Retail.

or

STEAM AND

GAS

Don* ta tb* beet

FITTING,

manner.

Works S Union St., and S33 A 230 Worn St.,
Jaltdtf
PORTLAND. ME.

WILLIAM
^

A.

PEARCE,

PLUMPER,
-IAKB1.

FORCE PUMPS AND MUTER

CLOSETS,

No. 124 Excsabos Btbbet, Pobtlaud, Ms.
Worm. Cold and Shower Rathe, Wash BowU Brat«
and SUrer Plated Cock,.
VERT Description of Water Ftxtare for Dwelliag Hooeea. Hotel,, l-ablt* Building,. 8btp*.ka.,
arranged and wt up In the bmt manner, andall orden la town or country fnithftll, executed All

E„„

Jobbing prompt), attended to.
Coaatandy oa band. Lead Pipe* sad Sheet Lead,
Pump* of all kind,.JelySMly

kind, of

sad Beer

A*.

D.

REEVES,

The Tailor,
iai jcvt

—

NEW

Prepared

ivnnno

YORK

With

from

AND

—

BOSTON,

large aad well (elected Stock of

a

Cloth*, CtMimere* and Vestiaga!
AIm

a

tall aaeortment

Military

of

Olotlxa,

Aad it prepared to make them ap at abort not lea.
Call aad Sm.

//•sV

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Sept, 11, l.«KB
dtf

IF

YOU

—wan

SOZODONT

Best

Tan-

Ambrotype

Photognph,

or

tall to nail at No T Markat Sqaara, Vhara
Uiev taka rURtkCT LIKENESSES, aad warrant aataa tact ton. at prtoer rbicb defy
oompetttea.
■. B.—Large Ambrotypea ami9 /ytean Gaab.

DO

not

TRASK * LEWIS,
Market Square, h'd Prabla SB.
Jaly 14th. IMS.
dtf
JOSHS LYNCH * CO,

"WliolesaJ©
—

Alb

Ghrooera,

—

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
URANITE STOKBS.COMMERCIAL

STREET,

(Oppoalte head of Wldgerye Wharf)
Per Hand. Me.
VOB (LtiMINa

*

roar ltkcb.

l'RISl»TLKa TUB

Hardening

ingredient

beneficial effect

uuu,

raoa.

ltwcm

JOHN B. BROWN dk SONS,

Sugar Refinery,

the Cums

PURIFYING the Breath, imparting adelightfully
rtfreshing taste and feeling to the mouth, removing
all Tartar, Scurf, and other imparities, one of Tobacco, kc., from the teeth. Completely arresting the
progress of decay, and wluteniug such parts as hart
already become blackeued by decay. The Sozodont
is perfectly free from all ACIDS and other
impurities which could have the least injurious effect on the
enamel of the teeth, and is prepared with great care
and scientific skill from a combination of materials—
every

raLas

jettdtf

SiSsSSS,

of which is well kuowu to have

a

YORK STREET. PORTLAND. ME.
jettdtf

JANIES P. SLEEPER,

FURNISHING

UNDERTAKES
Eichaage Street, Portland,

So. Ill

the Teeth and Gums.
One trial of the Sozodont will convince the moat
that
it
is
a
skeptical
preparation of intrinsic merit.
A convenient, sctfe, efficacious Dentifrice—one that

COFFIMS AMD

be in the possession of every one who caret
for the preservation of his teeth.
Now used and recommended by many of the moot
eminent Divines, Dentists, Physicians, Chemists,
and scientiic gentlemen of the day.

Now in Uae,
And wtll make o order anything of thin kind that
mar ha ordarea. -t abort notice, from the oheepeet te
the rear near
By firing -nr etrict and andtrtdai
ntientioit to the manutacterlng. lining and trimming

on

should

by Druggists everywhere

H.

Merchants.

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE
So.

FLUID, KER08EVE OIL, *e„

—

tle.

GENERAL

Commiiiion
A»D

IKCC8, HI Stem. CLASS VAU,

)•

fully

III

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

was

Ksfa.

B. BOOBBS.

janl a*

WBOLBSALB DBALBBB

having proved them in all forma
the()a«ck.
of aoch diseases as they are adapted to, and
teeing
the astonishing effect* of them m the cure of the
moet diatreaaing ca-es, in all classes of couMtitutiooa.
and stages of disease, aud having received thousands
of testimonial* of the moat flattering
character, we
now apeak with all boldness, confident that
they are
above all other*.
The Great Grrxah Cocoa Remedy—For
all diseases qf the Thro U and Lungs
\Ve refer to
a few cases.
N. Dickson, of Boston. Ms** .; Eid
8
K. Partridge. Whitefield. Me.; Mr. S. Bradlev,
enna. Me.; Mrs. T.
Her ley, Newcastle, Me.; Mias
Amanda Lougee. Hallo well, My; Mr*. D. N. Kidder.
Bristol. N. H; Mrs. Weedon, Holland, Vt; and hundred.* of others, cured or bad case* of Bronchitis
Eld. A. C. Hodgkins. Vienna; Mrs. B
W.*odside.
Bruno wick; Mr Joseph Pord. Jefferson. Me;
Mary
8. Bur rough. Provhleuce. R. 1., aud
many others
cured of the most distressing cases of Phthisic.
Mrs W W Patten. Topaham; Mr*. F.
Wmalow,
Yarmouth; Mr*. J. H. Conaui, Kiclimoud. Me .cored
of case* of lutlueuza and Cough wheu
evervthlng
else failed. Childreu of D. Tarr, Litchfield, of
Capt.
J. Lawrence. Yarmouth, and more than
twenty others. cured of Croup, sum** of whose lives were saved
by it, all other rmn *die* tailing. Kor common co ds,
hoarseness, coughs, sore lung*, fco
thousauds testify it is the best and cheapest ever used.
2.
Liver Beocl a to a and Dyspeptic Surer.—C.
White of Kichmoud Me wyt "It is the best ar icle
for Liver Complaint I have ever «*n. It lias benefited my wife more than ftJOU.’ Geo. Webber.Litefcfleld, Me says, "It ha* worked wonder* tor my
dMgbter. who bas been three vears under doctors'
treatment without benefit. Your Liver
Regulator
has cured her. We had lost all hope of her gettinc
well
Mr. J. 8. Carter.
have used
two bottle* and find it doable extra. It is a valuable
medicine
Mrs. E. Johusou, Pittstou, con lined to
her bed five years, says: “I have used one bottle; it
agrees with me, and keeps my food from soaring, relieves faintue*«. Please send more immediately."
Mr. W Chase of Bangor, savs: “I have used yoar
Liver Regulator with much profit to mrself, and
think much of it." We hare a great number of such
testimonies c mtinaallr coming
« W ellcome's Pais C cue a.—Eld I.
Wight.Ausays: "It is the best thing lor an irritated
mat and lungs, and for colic, I ever saw."
Elder
A.C. Hodgkins, Vienna, says, "It is b-itig successn*ed here for the cure of dipthena. aead mo a
lot mu dia'ely ; what 1 had is all sold.
J \V Griffin, Stark, savs "It take* the lead of all other articles of that description: it is being used with
good
success for diptherta.
1 have uot heard of a single
instance where it has failed; tend three dozen more."
D. N. Kidder, Bristol, X H .savs; "Your medicines
are doing wonderfta! cures,
especial I v the Pain t'urer.
One case of sciatic rheumatism ha* been cured bv one
bottle. It puts 'Perry Davis' Pain Killer’ all In the
shade" Wm. Baker, Yarmouth, savs he cured a
valuable horse of lameness and swelled
leg with the
Pain Curer
Thousands are being cored of various
pains, cramps, colics, rheumatism, sprains, urinary
trouble* aud neuralgia, for which it is a sure cureIn our store we retail ten time* more of it than ail
other liniments.
4.
Wellcome® Diarrhea 8yr r.-Thla has
cured hundreds of cases whceever thing else failed.
We warrant it to do more than any other preparation row known bv doctors or others.
6. Ocr Jacndicb Ritters are very highly prised and extensively used
N B. Our remedies are puretg vegetable. safe ia
all eaaea for old and vooog.male and female, in whatever condition of life.
K^Call for our Circular and read the testimonies.
only by I. C. W« LLCOMK ft CO.. Yarmouth. Me. Hold by medicine dealer* extensively.
In Portland by H. H. Hay. C. E Beckett, and
Thomas J. Loring.
febll eodft wlamAm

Sold

MOODY.

DBAS.

1868.

to the Afflicted !

confectionery,

ProMaeo

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO„

ST 50.000 BOTTLES 80LD-E2
Wellcome'* Important Remedies!

palatable, aud efficacious remody for
A SIMPLE,
Coustipaiiou of the Bowels. Habitual Costiveaad all the

STONEHAMJSj

No. 188 1-3 Middle St.

and

T. BOO BBS.

Janaary Dt.

(V State A sent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
aodkwtoctl

_

IB

DSALBB*

PORTLAND. Mb.
JOBB

Dm and

mv

CO.,

1

Vo. 189 Commsreisl Street,

DYE-STUFFS,

And >11 other articles nauallr

ness,

ORDER.

ABC WBOLBSALB

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND

PT*0

Floar, Provisions

-ILM-

\

TO

dip

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE. POREIOM
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS, RRACES.
ELASTIC STOCKINOS. ,c.

WILL

STORE SHADES, of .It dimeuriou., made, letter
ed and put up at short notice,

Portland. Aajr *. 1883.

ITPTI

happy

various and disagreeable symptoms
caused by Irregularity and neglect of the functions
of nature.
These complaints are usually knowu bv the terras
DYSPEPSIA AXD HEXERKL DEBILITY; aud
the most troublesome symptoms are Pain in the
Stomach and Bowels, Flatulence, Headache. Dizziness, Acidity of the Stomach. Nervousness, Despondency, Irritability, Uneasiness, aud inability to fix
the mind upon busiues*. or
enjoy auvthing.
As a Family Mediciue. it will be acknowledged ▲
FOaiTivx luxukt.
whenever the aid of laxative
mediciue is
uecestary. It is as pleasaut to the taste
as a piece of
aud the most agreeable
for children, who will eat it without the
least suspicion of its medical properties.
It causes no tuckues* or
pain, and can be taken
without the slightest inconvenience, even by females
in delicate health, and those of the feeblest constitutions; especially in cases of weakness aud irregularity of the (female system, it will prove a salutary
blessiug, restoring to health aud strength, by removing obstructions, and giving tone aud energy to
the functions of the system
This Paste ig put up in elegant
paper boxea, of a
conveuieut size for the pocket, with full directions.
Price 26 cents. For tale by
THUS. G. LOSING, Dsraoirr,
inch 12 eod
Corner Exchauge aud Federal Sts.

Tatter,

M EXCHANGE STREET.

AND FANCY GOODS.

made to reGuardian's Sale.
Joice, and manv a wounded soldier owe* his life to I
the timely assistance reudered bv these men. linme- 1
be sold at private sale, or
diatHy on receipt of the news of the battle at Mur- j
public auction,
Order
of the Hon. Judge of Probate within
bf
frtesboro, twenty-four n«*u were despatched from the 1 arid for
the County of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
various Young Men's Christian Associates, with a I
March the lMi day. in the AMU o’clock, at the
large amount of stores for the relief of the wounded,
dwelling of Ellen Jacobs of Westbrook, in said Counwith no other reward than tint approbation of their
ty. Guardian of Elias M Gvrge B.. A-a ¥., aud Arown conscience, tho conviction that
they are in the i thur K Jacobs, minors and heirs of Elias
Jacobs,
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of I late of said
Westbrook, deceased, the following real
their mission, according to the example? set bv our
estate situated in Westbrook aforesaid, aud
subject to
Diviue Master, who made the body or mau the ob- j the
life estate of Eliza Fickett, to wit: five-seventh
ject of his miracles, and his soul the object of his doc- i
three
aerosol
land
situated
iu
8troud
water
trine.
village. In common aud undivided with Nahum
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimrickett and Ellen Jacobs, who own the other twoulants, and many other articles that are not usually
seventh parts of said laud, and situated in the rear
contributed.
of the house now occupied bv El leu Jacobs.
Donations of money, bibb**, tracts, magazines, reELLEN JACOBS, i.uardian.
ligious newspaper*, clothing, or stores of any kind,
Also, at the same time and place will be sold the
are earnestly solicited, all of which can be sent to the
one-seventh part of said laud owned bv Ellen Jacobs,
office of Dr. Walter li Johnson, 2294
Congress
and all the life estate of Eliza Fickett of aforesaid
street, two doors west of New City trial I and Court
fsbJO dlaw4w
House, and the contributors may be assured they will
be applied to the relief of the sick aud ueedy soldiers.
Henry H. Burgess, Andrew J. Chase, Jacob Chase
Jr., David B. Ricker, Walter It Johnson. Army Committeeqf Young Men’s Christian Associate
feb4 2m

CLOTH & WIRE SCREENS,
Signs, Bnnnm. Ornamental and
Fancy Fainting,

A. D. REEVES,

JOB* T. ROGERS 4c

Many

Nliadcm,

attention riven to CCTTOTQ ul
PARTICULAR
MAKING ROTS' GARMENTS. by

EKLISI, rtUCI Ml illllCM runmi,

could devise tor the woundsympathy
a brave heart was

Window

eodtf

Boys, Boys, Boys.

FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

-DEALER I*-

DEKTIST,

Christians,
all other benevolent person? of Maine, for aid iu carrying out the
Christian Commts-iou. in miitisteriug to the
physical
and spiritual wauts of our soldiers. It distribute* iu
j
stores by mcau* of Christian men. who go
among
the soldiers without par. and give personally to those
who need, accompanying snch distributions bv words
j
of cheer and religious counsel. Over seventy such
men wen* on the battlo-Held in
Maryland, doing all j

ADD1SO* FRT*.

Portland, February 4. 1968.

Do*ire* to call the attention of persons in want of
artificial teeth, to one of tbe greatest improvements
n that department of
dentistry, lately invented by
him. He would be
to explain Its ad vantages,
and show specimens of it. to auy who may favor him
1
with a call. He also continues to tit teeth ou Gold.
Silver and Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth tilled
by bim
are warrauted to be as useful and durable as if
they
had never derated.
idice 2£*j Congress street, two doors west of
! New City Hail
and Court House.
febG 2meod

appeal

Soldiers dying

Pensions,

(Office No. 9 State House.)

two

of

rtr Application, forwarded and OPEN POLIC1E8

And Pensions.

undersigned

less thau

not

trosFees.

EXECUTED

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

Having purchased the stock aud fixture*,
Nog. 17 A 19 Exchange Street,

mens tf

Street,

SlOO Bounty Money, Bnck Pay,

TWOMBLY.Proprietor.

should be
happy to see my friends and the public
generally, where 1 am prepared to serve all tbe luxuriiAg that the Boston and New York market* afford,

THE

T «tal profit, for >0J rear,.
inches in length,aud oue foot three aud a half iuches
*14,493,73(1
The Certificate, previou, to 1861, hare
in breadth; the height of the fr >nt
edge of the cover
been redeemed by cash.
10,278,690 ! of the desk to be not less than two foot three aud a
half inches from the floor. Hie frout
edge of the
seat to be one foot four and a half inches high.
Also, oue huudred twenty live double desks and
John D. Jone«, A. P Plllot.
Jo,. Ceil lard. Jr.,
seats. corre*pondiug generally, in pattern aud mateCharle, Denut,, Leroy M Wiley, J. lleur Hurry,
rial, with those in the High School for Girl*, but limW. H. H. a tore, l>an’1.3 tfiiier,
CorneliuaGriuuetl,
ited as follows: each desk to bo not less thau four
Tho«. Tile,bio,
S. f. Xicoll,
c A Hand.
feet tour inches iu length, and one foot tire inchee in
Joah'a J Henry. Watt, .Sherman,
Henry Colt,
breadth; the height ot the front edge of the cover of
W (’. Picker,gill, Geo G.Hobeon, K. E
Morgan,
the desks to be uot less thau two feet four iue »es
Lewi, Turtle.
David Lane.
B J Howland,
from the floor. The front edge of the seats to be one
Cha, H Kuweit. Jame* Br ce.
B-nj. Babcock.
foot, four aud a half inches high.
Lowell Holbrook. Win Sturgia.Jr., FleicherWeatrar, !
Each bidder, if he cho oses, may send in with his
P. A. Hargous,
H K Bogert,
K. B Mtlurn.Jr,
bid. a sample desk aud seat, embracing any improveA A Low.
G. W. Burnham,
Meyer Gann,
ments he may hare to suggest,
upou the pattern proRoral Ph-Ip,,
Win. E Dotge, Fred. Chauucey,
pos d. The sample* will be considered in connection
Caleb Bar,tow. Demit* Perkin*, Janie* Low.
with the bids, which r«fer to them, aud will bo purJHHX D. J >NES. President.
chased by the city. If desired.
CHARLF.fi DENNIS, Vice Preeident.
All the desks aud seats contracted for are to be deW. H. H. MOORE, fid Vioe Pree t.
livered at the uew school house within the last week

mchl6 dly

Up Staibi.

NEW TORN AND VIRGINIA

[Advertisement Altered.]
Committee on Public Buildings of the City of
Portlaud invite proposals for
furnishing Two
Hundred aud fifty siugle Desks aud Seats for the uew
school house uear the Stone Church -to correspond,
generally, in pattern aud material, with those iu the
Park Street Grammar School for Boys.but limited as

FRYE,

ARABIA! FROST.

Watervilie—"I

Proposals for School Furniture.

*

Floor, Meal, Grain and Feed,

Oriental Fruit Faste.

JOin W. ROGER.

GOULD, T4 Middle St.,

nov27dtf

Fore

166

Hophui Eaton,

Isaac Dyer,
Isaac L. Came,
Nat h i J. Miller,
Eu ward Hamblin,
George H 8tarr,
J. k D. Lord,
A. k 8. E Spring.

Ob LIbc Stmt*

m

m

Door north of th. Pott Oft to.

-outiu ra-

I

re-

Joy

INVESTMENTS !
CRIAT CHANCE SR BARGAINS BISRI Til RISK t

interest, until

m

flnt

FROST

remedies for sale I
began to offer
WHEN
timid, aud spoke cautiously, fearing I might
act
But

HOLDERS

The Profit, of tho Company, ascertained
from the lit of July, 1312,'to the lit of
January, 1833, for which Certificate,
were i*»ued, amount to
*13,758,730
Additional front Dt January, 1362, to lit
January. 1863,
1.7W.OOO

Ieb9

iy Entrance
JiaBln

SO Commercial

of the .econd mortgage Bo ids of the
Kennebec tod Portland Railroad Co., with all
the intereatoup in* thereon due on the 15th of October. 1502. are herebr requeatoil to depoait the name
la mv hand*, for which
receipt, will be riren and
hereafter exchanged for certidcatee of ,tock in the
Pouruttu k Kistsasac Railroad,(o »rw oepoaimlion,) u uoi a, the book, aud certilicate, ran be
prepared. In accordance with a rote of «aid CotapaJ. 8. CL'SUIKU.
n,. Jior.s. 1*0
freaeuror Portland k Kennebec Railroad.
Aafttata, Dec. 16.1862.
declbdtf

the assured, and are divided annually. upon the
Premiums terminated daring the year, and for which
hearing

Co.,

Rail Road Bond*.

•7.180,79464
whole Profits of the Company revert to

Certificates*re issued,
deemed.

k

At a meeting of the signers of the above, held at
the Counting Room of Me*«r* Chase. Bros. Ik Co.,
Monday afternoon. March 2d. much indignation
was expressed on account of
reports circula ed by
iaterosted parties that the merchants would, and
some already had, broken an agreement entered into
for their mutual
protection. The following Resolution was adopted:
Reeolted, That we will not charter a vessel through
any broker who shall propose to us as a condition the
violation of the above agreement.
mch5 d3w

—

that Christian
ed and dving.

The under.1 jncd would

LUMSDON,

C3P“ Attention to tbe Mile of Product, Flour,Grain,
and General Merchandise. Vessels chartered,freights
procured, and business generally attended to with
promptness aud dispatch.

Company.

MARINE INSURANCE

tySamples on hand, and
Oct. 11—6m

York,

United States and State of New YSrk
Stock. City, Ban* and other Stocks, 9t 616.960 58
Loans secured by Stocks, audo* her wise, 1,446.330 47
Real Estate aud Bonds and Mortgages,
288,760 00
Divideuds on Stocks, Interest on Bonds
and Mortgagesand other Loans,sundry
Notes, re-insurance aud other claims
due the Company, estimated at
122.888 58
Premium Notes aud Mills Receivable,
2,464.<ifl2 86
Cash in Bauk,
237,402 20

The

Hersey. Fletcher

St.John Smith,
A. L. Hobson,
J H Haralen,
John D Lord,

Isaac Emory,
Thos. W. O Brion,
N. O. Cram.
Jonas H. Perley,
Emery k Fox,

Company,
William)Mew

Armr Committee of

Of various descriptions.

J.

eodly

Soldiers.

GHILIiCI II CASTAS, TIT 1 BIB STBIPI,

ROPE

Wharf,

B

(A substitute for Cotton.)

BOLT

J. B. Brown k 8ou*.

Chase, Brothers k Co.,
John Lynch k Co..
Thomas Asencio k Co.,
H. I. Robinson,
R. Churchill k Co.,
Geo. 8. Hunt,
Phinney k Jackson,

Dividend Jan. 27th, ism. 40 per ct

•soo,ooo.

lived or practised in Maine, prior to
1801, with sketches of several of the elder
lawyers of the present century. It also contains notices of the earliest practitioners in Massachusetts
aud New Ham pah re. with memoirs or the old Clerks
and Sheriffs, table, of Judges, Attornev Cenerais
and Lawyers: a history of Reports and Reporters
the practise, usages, and anecdotes of the Bar, and
other matters ol interest to general readers, as well
as to the profession.
Parties wishing a copy of this valnable work should
order immediately, as the edtiion is small, and will
be soon sold. Judging from orders already received.

lawyers

the year

I.

Portlaud. February 13. 18d8.

Hexekiah Packard, Ew|.

COMPANY,

of Ike Slate to the early
part of the present century

n

and Commission
Portland, in order to make the
custom of this port couform to that of all others in
this country, hereby agree—That from aud after this
date, they will in all ca*e* require vessels by which
they may ship goods, to receive them along side, and
to pay all stevedores’ bills on the same.
The shipper* shall have the privilege or designating the stevedore* to be employed.

place
References

viz

Prom the Pint VoUmisatitm

••••

f|lHR
1. Merchant* of

Assets, over Seven Million Dollars,

Noyes

BROKER.
OFFICE

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

NOTICE.
undersigned. Importers

Insurance against Marine and. Inland Navigation Rieka.

LAW,the COURTS,ss4 the LAW.
YERS OF MAINE,

Octavo

acknowledging
facility

January 27tb, 1868.

Wednesday,march 18,

By William Willis

which are as follows.
We have been taught by actual
experience, that
the method of instruction
pursued by Mr R. N.
Brow*, of this city, in teaching the art of Writing
and the complicated series of
Book-Keeping, has
been eminently successful, and we take
pleasure in
our indebtedness to him for
publicly
whatever skill and
in adjusting accounts we
mar now possess:
Philip Henry Brown, Jas. Oloutt Brown. Stephen
H. Cummings. W. W
Thomas. Jr., Samuel Chadwick, Augustus Cummings, Jasou Berry. John 8.
Russell. Fred. A. Prince, John U Hall, George £
Thompson. John B Covle.Jr., Fred. H. Small, John
M. Stevens, and 300 others.
1ST The services of a Sea Captain is secured to
teach Navigation, who has had 40
years experience
as a practitioner.
feb3 d A w3m33

Premiums may be paid in caah, or in quarterly or
■emi-annual payment.,; or when for whole life, ther
may be paid hair caah. and the balance in caah on
Are years, with internet.
Amount taken in one

51 Wall

A HISTORY

engage in industrial pursuits, they uot only
desert science to that extent, but as it can easily be shown, I think, that for such work they
are utterly unfitted, they do a double
iqjury to

art itself, first robbing and then maltreating it.
As to superintending farms, it is no
exception
at all; they might as well surround themselves
with Iron foundries, carpenter shops or soap
factories.
For these reasons, and because there are
now large accumulations of scientific facts
awaiting practical application, there has come
to be an
increasing demand in many directions
for technical schools. This demand has been
tryiag to make Itaalf hoard la this country tor
some time past.
In Europe it has already
beeu met to a considerable extent.
There,
numbers
of such schools hare beeu eslarge
not
tablished,
only for agricultural but for a
variety of other purposes, of which here we
have not dreamed. So for hat this been carried, that in France there are no less than
three grades of agricultural schools alone, and
the system Is carried into every
department of
the land. Such is the testimony of
Euro|>e, In
regard to the necessity and value of technical
RphnnU.
But, to come nearer to onr special subject,
I maintain that a connection between an agricultural institute, such as it ought to be, ami
any of our colleges, would be utterly impracticable. And this I mean, on the
supposition
that the same corps of professors is to officiate
in each, and both are to be under the same
general authority. How long would it lie before disagreements, if not positive hostilities,
would break out ou account of inevitable defects for which neither party would be to
blame! How soon would the farm begin to
complain that it was put off with only incidental scientific teaching, and that it could
never get, as indeed it could not, half to much
as it needed!
How soon would the superintendent, who must always be a thorough-going, downright, practical man, complain that
the college did not attend
enough to the immediate applications of science, or that it was
meddling witli things it knew nothing about!
On the other hand, how soon would the college complain that the farm Interfered too
much with It* systems or hours of
study!
and the professor, if he were a man of
ability,
conscious that his true business was with the
highest reaches of his science, complain that
his time was taken up, and his studies interrupted, by mere technical applications of ills

Corner of

Bailey

hidden

establish new sciences, to open larger
laws,
fields of view. The effect of this is to force
institutions of general education up to a higher level.
There is more and more urgently a
demand made upon them for a wider circle of
instruction and deeper study. This demand
la as yet more pressing iu Europe than here;
still, that we are leeliug the impulse is sufficiently evident in the increased activity, to go
no farther, of Harvard aud Yale.
But it is also certain that the more our institutions of general culture enlarge their
scope, the more impossible it becomes for them.
If indeed it were ever possible, to devote
themselves to the practical applications of science.
In fact, this was never their province.
For this they were not established. Their duties lie rather iu the opposite direction. They
are, or ought to be, catholic fountains of good
learning for all men, supplying science for every art. But when they descend to the mere
technical application of it, to superintend
workshops or farms, they are not only meddling with that for which, from the nature of
the-case, they are incompeteut, but, as I believe, are deserting their office, and more especially now, when they are so urgently
called to new and higher duties in It. Doubtless they are under obligation, either by the
establishment of new professorships or otherwise, to instruct men in all the relations which
science bears to all the aria; but when instead of making men of science and eularging
the boundaries of scientific knowledge they

one

bu"v

LAWYERS OF MAINE.

to

discoveries or teaching!
But again, if there is any

New England Life Insurance

PROCTEB,

Real Estate and Rerchandiaa

&TPractically tauykt.s* followsBook-Keeping

ATLANTIC

anv

College.

Navigation, Commercial Law, Native, Business and
Ornamental Writing. Commercial Arithmetic. Correspondence. Card Marking, Ac. Teaching from
printed writing oopies and text books are avoided.
Each Student receives separate instruction. Intricate Accounts adjusted. Certain
evenings will be
dovoted to Law Lectures, if expedient.
Or Mr B would refer to a recommendation from
his .Students of this city, who are
acting as business
men, accountants. Ac containing above four hundred signatures, a part of which mar be seen in
print
in the hall at the entrance to his Rooms, a few of

Mutual Insurance

Under Mechanic's Hell, Congress

:

briug

W. D. LITTLE, Agrnf.

mehl7 dfcw38

INSURANCE.

SMITH ft BOYD’S,

College.

Will you allow me to make a few remark*
iu reply to a part of Xk article in the Pres* of
Wednesday last, on “The Agricultural College.” As your space is too limited for a loug
or minute discussion of the matter, I will endeavor to be as brief as possible.
With the sectarian aspects of the question
1 hare nothing to do; but to come at once to
what I wish to say, I believe that an agricultural school should be a strictly specific, independent institution, and that auy attempt to
connect it with other Institutions for purposes of general education, would not
only be
fatal to the school,-but deeply injurious to the
or
I
feel
college
university itaetf,and this,
sure,
is in close accordance with the spirit of the
times. There Is nothing, perhaps, which sc
distinguishes this age from all that have gone
before it, as the marvelous energy with which,
In all directions, the human mind is striving
to enlarge the boundaries of knowledge, to

discover

Dwullino*. Store,. Merchandize, Hocae*
hold Furniture, and other
good property in the
city, or country towns, insured on highly mvormble
terms for one, three or jtre yearn.
All losses promptly adjusted At my office.

be Mid within

up the business the Brst of April.
We would say to those who are in want of
goods in our line, that this it a rare chauce to
goods CHEAP. Cali soou at

Thursday Morning, March 10. 1863.

To the Editor of the Press

Capital.#108,000

LIFE

tf" would invite nil to cull und look at our
goods The prices will be low. us we iutend to close

transacted

An Agricultural

entire «toek to

POSITIVELY,
the next THIRTY DAYS:
our

EXETER, N. H

OF

Fancy Goods and Toys.

nr Joe Priwtieo of every description executed

Mntnal Insurance Co.,

Rockingham

WILLOW ft WOODEH WARE,

evening.

or

Out Sala

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS,

nr The Portlaed Daily and Maiee State
Panes Office, in Fox Block. No. 82f Exchange
Street, is open at all hours daring the day and evening, from 7 o'clock la the morning to 9 in the

with

Closing

-OF-

t-ioso of a business character to the Publishers.

fice

8104,000

JOHN C

LOCATED

Company,

for at the

BUSINESS CARDS.

•

I960 in the Hmn. Block, No. 101 Middle atroet. The room, hare recently been made
new. and fTruiabod neatly, and are the moat pleaaant
in the city
One mparate room for Ladiee. I
pre•out my thank, tor the extensive
patronage, and
prorniae a. In the pact, nn paint .hall be .pared in the
future. I have removed from No. lot to ltU Middle
•treet. The Principal ha. had 20 year.'
experience.
Diploma, will be given to those Ladie* and Gentlemen who paM through thorough coar.es for
Accountants. Terms will be reasonable.
My InatituNon i. a branch of the lion. Bartlett's Commercial
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the llr.t and oldest in the
United States. My teaching and plan, are
modern,
and the most improved and approved, as the
Jirst
clast business men have and will testify.

HAVING

Th* Portlaitd

__MEDICAL.

BH.OWN’8

Fire & Life Insurance Agency.

CO.

NO. 228.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LITTLE’S

FOX BLOCK, by
A

MARCH 10, 1803.

H. HAY,

at 50 cents per

bot-

DRUGGIST,

Junction qf Fret and Middle Streets,
AGENT FOR PORTLAND, ME.
Sold in Bath by Dr. S. Andkrsox k Sox.
1IALL k KUCKEL.
feb2eodSm*
Sole Agents, New York.
_

DOLLARS will be given for the detection
FIVE
aud conviction of auy persou
pereons stealing
or

papers from the doors of our subscribers
<S«0i6
PUBLISHERS OF THE PRESS

ReetJeaee

rear

atnntly

ef the ebore. 1
one elae

Aag «,18d*

411 Congreaa Street, keana
hand all tba rarioue klnde of

of

on

onn

eon-

CASKET!

tarniah tnam

cheaper than any

JAMES P SLEEPER.

HOMESTEADS FOR

$20.

MISSOURI LAND COMPANT have parohaaed from the Hannibal A St. Joeeph Railroad
Company n large tract of laud In Northern MlenoarL
adjoining the donrtehing town of llamiltou. Caldwell
County, for tanning and mauntactnring pare mm.
and have d vt led their property Into Iota and forma.
Thev are Shred to subecHbcra in ahnrre of #10 eneh.
Rapa. with tall information, can be had by otfHngor
EDW ARD SHAW’, A|(at,
MS Mirni Srangy. PoariA**.
aaa
dtf

THE

We. self-sacrificing and Indomitable Andrew

THE DAILY PRESS.

Johnson came forward to tell Ids tale of suffering and sorrow, persecuted, bis hoOse desPORTLAND MAINE
troyed, his wife and young children driven
to a distant part oi the country, and hia two
oldest sons serving in the Union army. Gov.
Johnson is above fifty-five years old, but in
Thursday Morning. March 19* 1893*
ap|iearance fresh and vigorous, his hair
-——--—
black, complexion somewhat bronzed, and of
medium Ihgkt and form.
He has not the
'The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
grace and ease of either of the other speakers,
than that of any other daily ia the city.
and his language betrays the want of early
educational advantages, of which he was almontkt
Terms,—86.00 a year if paid trifkin (href
most entirely deprived. It was by the innate
at the end gf
from the date of enboeription. or *1.00
force of his character, that lie has raised himeh* year.
self from tlie lowest level of society to be a
peer of the best, and an able and acknowledged leafier in the grand struggle which is laying
The Caosc of the Wilts
waste his native Slate, driving her Union-lovThe cause of this civil War, which now aping people to exile or the grave, and multiplymartyrs to the holy cause of justice and
proaches the termination of (is second year, is ing
freedom. He spoke like a man in earnest;
of the
observers.
The
all
to
tendency
potent
lie recognized no distinctions of party, there
Southern revolution is too evident to be mis- j were but two; in this quarrel there could be
j
an
arisin
no more—those who were for the governtaken. If successful, It will result
ment and those who favored treason; he who
tocratic form of government, as surely as the
was not for the government was necessarily
now
to
adnot
world stands. We do
purpose
against it—there could be no neutrals. Govduce the proofs, gleaned from Southern newsernment was one thing, tlie administration of
it another; one was a permanent institution,
papers through many months; we simply asThe
tlie other changeable and short-lived.
sert the tact, that the aristocratic tendencies
question was not now, who shall govern, but
the
London
of
the
to
correspondent
apparent
shall we have any government? “As lor myTimes during his le-tal progress through the | self,” he exclaimed, “1 stand by the institui
Confederacy have been since that time more lions of my country, and shall give myself and
If there is
I
to sustain it.
aud more fdlly disclosed, and in many ways, | all have and hope,
thatstands in the way of government,
any
thing
the
of
intentions
until it is folly to doubt the
if there is any thing that claims to be higher
or stronger than the government, whether
rebel leaders.
banks, or monopolies, or slavery, it must go
Wlty is it, that these renegades at the South, down! Tlie
government must be the highest
to a man, disown and would gladly discard deand the strongest institution of the laud, and
arisno
Northern
is
that
no [lower ar institution whatever should be
it,
mocracy ? Why
greater than it.” He emphatically declared
tocrat can be found in tlie political arena? Is
than it wa-not only justitlable, but the duty
this
any man so dull, as to contemplate
of the administration to employ all the restriking phenomenon now in mere stupid won- sources at its disposal, negroes or any other,
whicli were needed to crush out tlie miserable
der? There is a reason; the truth has been
his own
dawning more and more clearly ou the North- hydra of rebellion.hadIna allusion to
State, bis remarks
painful interest; the
ern mind, quickened by painful experience.
people here at tlie North, lie said, could have
Let us grant, that slavery was abolished by
no conception of the sufferings, distress and
the Northern States on no high moral grounds
dismay, which the inhabitants ofEast TennesHe described it
see were now undergoing.
—.limply because it was unprofitable and as
beyond any thing of which history has furconfirmed in the South because it was supnished an account Every man, woman or
posed to be remunerative. No special blame child who was believed to be loyal to the Union was hung without mercy, imprisoned, or
attaches thus farto either section, on this sup.
driven to the mountains, perishing with hunis the natural, the necessawhat
but
position;
ger, with utter loss of property wantonly desthe
charinstitution
of
the
influence
upon
ry
troyed. And he could not but cast a reproach
The system is
acter of the dominant race?
upon the Administration for it* tardiness in f irni- hing succor to these suffe ring people. He
aristocracy Itself; it begets disregard for the
affirmed that he had been a uiflorin and consisrights, political or other, of .social inferiors; tent
Democrat, that he had oppos-d the election
It cannot logically and does not practically reof Lincoln; but when the issue came betwreeu
It
not
of
color.
could
and
limits
supporting the Union and the Constitution, or
spect any
destroying them by rebellion, be could not
cannot harmonise with the pure democracy of
and did not hesitate which to choose, and he
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the North, aud it

never

will.

luum

But the cotton lords ol tbe southern states
form a (mall fraction ol the white population.

pride, more

than ouce

eventful years trembling
rest

under God

which will

one

on

day

on

during

these two

the brink of ruin,

the Union party South,
agHin iu majority; on

be

Administration, assisted
by loyal statesmen of every
political opinion; on the undaunted

the wisdom of the
and sustained

resolution with which the nation looks the
war

to

and prepares to carry it
victorious conclusion overall ob-

face,

In the

through

a

But if slavery survive, will it not infallibly breed new and ever repeated wars?
And If this be its plain influence, past, present and future, Ann the inexorable necessity
stacle*.

Ol its nature,

can

any

patriot

consent to

see

a

mischievous institution, outlawed by its own
appeal*) the sword, restored U> a position once
more to work harm well nigh latai to the Itepublic?

Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, March 18,1888.
Editor of the Press:

The National Union Club in

To the

You have no doubt treated you readers with
the great Uuiou Meeting iu
this city on Wednesday eveuing. 1 will not
therefore tire you with a repetition of that
scene, but will try to amuse you by picking up
The Musical Fund Hall is
a lew of tbe chips.
one of the largest iu the city; it will scat
•bout 2000, and of course iu a crowd hold
many more. Long lie lore the hour of meeting, and before the doors were o|>ened, people began to assemble, and as soon as they
were allowed to eater the hall they passed iu
and tilled it to its utmost capacity with an assembly, as a person who sat next to me observed, as respectable as it was crowded.
When tlie gentlemen who were to address
the meeting entered, tie y were received by
animating slraius of music from a baud of sixteen pieces, and an enthusiastic welcome from
the audience. The meeting was called to order by ail aucieut and very pleasaiit looking
gentleman of Irish extraction, as 1 judge Iroui
his name, McMichael, but thoroughly Americanized. He briefly mid clearly slated the
olyect of the meeting to be tbe inauguration
of the “National Uuiou Club” iu Philadelphia,
rejoiced iu so auspicious an opening, and
noiniuated Gov. Curliu as the presiding officer
of the meeting, a nomination accepted witii a
most hearty acclamation. The Governor came
forward with an easy, graceful air, bowed his
acknowledgment, and commenced an address
of great beauty and force. He is a geulieinau
of line presence, of about fifty winters in age,
nearly six feet iu height, of hair partially gray
some account ol

There

was no mistaking his resolution and determination in this great crisis; he said Pennsylvania was the first State on the requisition
of the President to place her troops iu Washington lor the defense of the capital; she had
sent 200,001) troops to the Held, had met every
requisition for men aud money, which had been
made by tbe Government, and stood ready,
be emphatically declared, to give ber last
man aud to yield her last dollar, il need be, to
put down the atrocious rebellion. These noble
words, aud the whole of his speech, were received with unbounded applatne. During bis
address the crowd outside had become uneasy,
and clamored lor a portion of tile viands
which were enjoyed w illiiu, and the worthy
Mr. McMicbael made these wants known; an
organization outside was immediately carried
infer effect, aud the gallant Guv. Wright of Indiana consented to calm the external element
as he most effectually did. Ue is a tall, thin
man of strong, plain featu es, butexpressive of
will and power; his manner corresponds to
bis presence.
On closing his remarks Gov. Curtin called
on Senator Doolittle to address she meeting.
The Senator appears to lie about tlfty years old
with dark gray Hair upon his head ami fare; the
Utter deprived us of the privilege of marking
the play of his lips, as he gave utterance to his
strong, loyal and thoroughly patriotic words—
words that burned and thoughts that breathed. There was no mistaking ills meaning; he
was clear aud forcible iu the enunciation ol his
sentiments, amt iu a calm manner poured lorth
a deep stream of scathing denunciation u|ion
rebels, their sympathizers, and all who would
Compromise with treason or lie led away from
the gueal issues of the war by the false lures
of party or politics. He ha I been a flriu supporter of President Jackson, was now tbe admirer of his character aud his administration,
and produced and read a copy of tbe famous
letter of May, 1882, written to a gentleman in
Georgia, in which he bitter denounced nullification and its abettors, charging that the alledged causes were an idle pretence; that
their object then was to break up the Union
and establish a Southern Confederacy. Foiled
iu tins attempt, their next pretence, he wrote,
would be the “negro or the slavery question.”
Mr. DooPrediction how fatally realized I
little's allusion to tiie death of bis oldest sou,
who fell iu battle, was extremely touching.—
As I stood, be said, over the manly form of
my o dest sou, the victim of this uuhallowed
rebellion, I felt like pronouncing a curse upon
tbe whole brood of traitors, and taking up
anew my vow to make no truce and spare no
effort to bring to condign punishment the
authors of the blood, the sorrows and untold
miseries recklessly and causelessly brought
upon our once happy and prosjierous land. I
cannot repeat his language, aud utterly fail to
Convey the impression made by the sad and
pathetic words of the bereaved lather, as lie
called up before us the lifeless body 01 a Hue
and noble youth, whoiu the full flush of hope

and health, gave himself a sacrifice on the
altar of his country.
It was now about ten o’clock when the no-

au>

utiuuuak

ui

uujr

days.

The meeting was a great success, and baa
done honor to the city, and given a sensible

1

impulse to the cause of unity, freedom and devoted loyally. The happy result of a movement so auspiciously commenced, was continued and strengthened the uext evening, March

occasion of a serenade offered to Mr.
a
Representative iu Cougress from
and Gov. Wright of Indiana.
They both made stirring and patriotic speeches, calling forth repeated cheer* from the assembled crowd.
I should have said iu its
proper place, that Representative Wright made
a most scathing
speech against those Democrats with whom he once associated, for their
croaking over ail the movements of our Government. and lending all the aid to the rebels
short of overt treasonable acts, which it is in
their power to give. He said that what our
armies wanted, was sympathy, encouraging
words and loyal expressions from their friends
at home.
He had been among the troops on
the Potomac, and he said nothing so paralyzed
them as the disloyal efforts of the peace patriot* and rebel compromisers at the North. They
would rather have au enemy in front than in
the rear.

12,

on

Wright,

Pennsylvania,

snutiiiHi

ms

Us elocution gruel-fill, rising at times to impassioned eloquence, and entirely effective.

u‘ii

other man, who would hesitate in his choice
would by word or deed aid or encourage
those who are seeking to overturn the government and broak up the Unlop, as any better
than those who are in open rebellion. He gave
a history of nullification and produced the original letter of General Jackson, Irom a copy
of which Senator Doolittle had read an extract
to show that a dissolution of the Union had
l>een for more than thirty years determined on
by Southern leaders, Calhoun, Iiliett, Davis
and others, and that the slavery question was
used only as a pretext; that in South Carolina they never lost their slaves by escape and
had no fears of it. This original letter he then
presented to the Club, to l>e preserved as a
memorial of the lamented author.
Gov. Johnson's earnest, plain and sincere
manner made a deep impression on the audience, which was tnauilcsted by repeated and
rapturous applause. It was now hall-past 11
o'clock, hut Philadelphia had one of her own
sons, Mr. Brewster, a Hle-long and leading
Democrat, even of the Breckinridge school,
whom she wished to hear on this great occasion. He is slight iu form, somewhat disfigured in the face, hut Ills eloquent manner and
burning words told with great effect upon llie
stiilpm(lagging attention after a more than four
hours' session. He. was very severe upon that
class of Democrats, who arc constantly crying
peace and compromise, when there can be no
peace but In victory, and no compromise but
iu submission of retiels to the laws. He hail
opposed tlie election of Mr. Lincoln, hut he
declared that he had conducted his administration with great ability, and if there were an
election to morrow ior President, he would
cast his vote for Mr. Lincoln.
His speech was
brief, but pointed and eloquent, and contained
the true patriotic tire, w hich if it animated every bosom, whether Republican or Democrat,
would fulfill Mr. Seward's prophecy, alas, not
fulfilled ! .of crushing the rebellion in ninety

the overwhelming force of the army and navy, prudently and energetically wielded; on

shade of

iu«m

iiiou

vim)

is

exieumng

the secession spirit which prevails
North, although shrinking under the

out

at the
rebuke
which, from all quarters, has been administered to it. Let the principles and the organization of these patriotic and loyal associations
extend, until they shall leaven the whole mass
of our people with the true spirit of a Nationality which shall weave an indissoluble bond
of union and fraternity around our whole beloved country.
W.

Seeds fob the Fkeedmes.—We are in-

by

the Rev. John

Dudley, Secretary of

the National Freedinen's Relief Association,
that the Government has allotted a large tract
of land in

Monroe,
iu lots

Virginia,

in the vicinity of Fortress
the freed negroes, to be cultivated
them, and gives to each one a house.

to

by

The remainder of the out-fit is to lie furnished by the Association and others.
All kinds
of seeds

wanted for them to

begin with.—
We understand that in several places in the
State, arrangements are made to gather garden and field seeds, potatoes, Ac., to send on
as quickly as possible.
This is well. It is huare

mane, and we suggest that a movement be
started in Portland and vicinity.

Donations of seeds and other articles maybe left at the packing room of the Soldiers’
Aid Society in the City Hall. Money for this
purpose may he paid to Mr. Ebeu Steele.
We hope to see this thiug taken in hand immediately. There will be uo expense for

freight.
The Castixe Election.—An anonymous
writer in the Argus of y esterday morniug holds
this language:
Press” puts down CasI perceive that the
tiue as Republican gain, and with bow much
be
truth will
seen by reference to the last
presidential election, when they had about two
to our one; and in every contested election
since, until now, a large majority.
Now by reference to the returns of the last

Presidential election, it appears that the Re-

publican vote

iu Castine was

thrown—less than

124 out of 252

half. This is what
the correspondent of the Daily Cretan calls
votes

two

to one,”

one

The tow n

offices have been
for two years; and that is
the result of what he calls a
large majority”
held

PBBSS.J

by Democrats

Republican ticket. This year the Republican* carried the election—an evidence, It
still appears to us, of Republican gain. This
same correspondent makes some further assertions relative to the election, which in the
absence of any other testimony we must de-

for the

cline to consider. The evidence of such a witness is of no value whatever.

page—Under

the

skating ditty; Story of Dr. Franklin.
ZW~Hon. Daniel Marcy is said to be elected
to Congress by 100 majority, returns having

18.

Wednesday—Prayer by

Rev. Mr. McKenzie

of Augusta
Passed to be

been received from every town in the district.

engrossed.—Acts—relating to
judicial proceedings in the county of Kuox;
to amend Sec. 9, Chap. 32, R. S., relating to
days of grace; authorizing the construction
of a wharf at the pool in Biddeford; additional to Chap. 0, R. S., relating to the collection of taxes; to amend Chap. 177, of the laws

zr Which do you prefer, the destruction
of our nationality xcith slavery, or the preservation of our

nationality

Engineer Neal
y The Bangor

Chief

our

We tender

hat.

office.

The negro is

car-

much

following paragraph:

that

Dartmouth

College,

bitterly opposed
Congressman elect from the Third District—
his brother professors, headed by President
Lord, doing their best to defeat him.”
;gf-Iu relation to Wm. S. Leaver, whose
arrest by Constable Hall we mentioned yesterday, the Bangor Whig says, he is charged
with robbing Currier's sail loft, which was destroyed by tire a few weeks since. Officer
Walker tracked Leaver to Portland, Boston,
Charlestowieaiid other places. At the latter
place Leaver enlisted in the navy, and then
deserted.

Doxatoox.—A number of his friends recently called upon Bev. S. Sawyer, in North

Gorham, and after speuding a pleasant evening,
departed, leaving with him tokens of kindness
and appreciation to the amount of $50. The
arrival of some twenty young ladies during the
eveiiing with a barrel of flour, which they
purchased and hauled on a hand-sled, added
interest to the occasion.

jiiy The Portsmouth Chronicle says, up in
Hampstead tl*p other day, the following call
for a'‘corcus" was posted:
Democratic Cobcus.

1803.

the Democrates of Hamstead are requested to
meet at the schoolhouse in dial. No. 1 on
Wensday March the Ibrtli to chouse Cauidates
for the coming election March the 10.

Per order,

ton.

Crosby, from the same committee, reported that the bill to change the time of
holding the April term of the Supreme Court
in Lincoln county ought to pass.
Resolve making a conditional grant of land
to the Maine State Seminary came up by
special assignment. The vote by which the
resolve was passed to be engrossed was reconsidered—yeas 61, nays 56. The resolve, as

|

£y”*rnion Voter,”
Argus querist,
amusingly important personage. He chimed
yesterday to have drawn the Press into a damaging confession by profound stratagem. “The
“Uuiou founded by Washington, Ac.,” he says,
“was, in tbe opinion of the Press, mince pie
tbe

is

an

“tcil/i rat*, and it will never consent to more
“of the same sort.”
“Union Voter” will

amended, was then refused a passage—yeas
53, nays 65.
Mr. Drummond, from the Committee on Fi-

please accept our siucere compliments for his
quick apprehension, perspicuous expression,
and ingenious veiu of interrogation.
letter from Col. Frank E. Howe,
S3T"
Superintendent of the New England Soldiers’
Belief Association, ltM Broadway, New York,
to a gentleman in this city, acknowledges the
receipt of two boxes of clothing from Winthrop and three barrels of apples with one box
of clothing from Portland. Col. Howe adds:
“We are nearly out of clothing of every description, and the large number of men arriving here in a destitute condition makes a
“heavy draft ou our very limited store.”
It would seem that they have had in
England as remarkable a season as we have

nance, re|>orted a bill for the assessment of a
State tax for the year 1863, amounting to
*4115,366 0ft.
Mr. Reed, from the Committee on change of
names, reported a bill to change the uame of

Harriet Norton Young.
Panned to be enacted—Acts—to make valid
of the North

Prospect burying
incorporate the Little

Manufacturing Co.
Finally panned—Resolve in favor of the
State Relbrin School.—Adjourned.
In the afternoon, the bill relating to Auctioneers,

wss taken from the table, amended,
motion of Mr. Lyman, and passed to be en-

to
be

had

this side of the Atlantic. The late
prevalence of delightful weather, we read, has
set thousands of persons asking,
Did yon
on

Free Street Soldiers’ Aid Society.
such
j ever see such a february belore t
To the Editor» of thePren:
calm,sunshiny weather! The elder, lilac and
This Society was organized Sept. 4,1862; its ! black currant trees bursting into leaf! Gnats
operations have been confined to the Free Su appearing in warm sheltered lawns: flies seen
j disporting in the sun; and a bee observed thus
Bapli-l Society in this city.
The object proposed was, to labor for the
early, foraging among the yellow blossoms of
tlie lurze! So has it been in Belgium, too,
improvement of the condition of sick and
where in mid-February the chestuut trees
wounded soldiers, chiefly those found in the
were iu leaf and roses were in bloom.
Maine regiments in the Army of the Potomac.
The labors of the Society have proved emiThe words of Bro. Lincoln of the Bath
nently successful, and this success is largely
Times, spoken with reference to the new arattributable to the stimulus received from the
co-operation of Mrs. Eaton and Mrs. Fogg, ! rangetnents iu the Press office, are duly apprewho have been w ith the Maine regiments for | dated. No intelligent man will dispute with
nearly six months. These ladies have receiv- : him in saying “the libel suit of the editor of
ed no comjrntation fur their services, JVom
“the Argus will undoubtedly enhance the vnlany source, except rations and transportation.
“ue of the Press establishment, as it will inThey have taken the supplies at the State
Agency, at Washington, have superintended crease the activity of its friends, while the
the transportation to the cumps, and distribu“day when a verdict will be rendered by a juted them all with their own hands. Their reand
“ry for a libel under such circumstances, is
labors
distributions
have
of
their
ports
been prompt, frequent, minute and thrillingly
“beyond that which has ever been set for the
interesting. And it has been a source of great “world to come to an end.”
satisfaction to know that our contributions
Mr. F. O. J. Smith's organ is unquesand work have reached and blessed those for
whom they were designed. In addition to the
tionably displeased with General Hooker for
supplies which we have sent to soldiers, two weeding out the jealous malcontents among
boxes have been sent for the benefit of the
his subordinate officers. The men who allowFreed men of the South.
ed Pope and Burnside to t>e defeated, when
The following is a statement of the operations of the Society for six months:
they could have prevented it but for their
Cash received,
$269 43
jealousies, are not to be allowed to play the
Cash paid for materials,
261 54
same game over again with Hooker, and thereSix cases have been sent forward and receivfore the paper referred to admonishes the
ed by the nurses, containing materials made
commander of the army on the Rappahannock,
up, also articles contributed, and in some cases
purchased, all suited to meet the special wauta that “it will be well for him to remember that
of our sick soldiers, as follows:
“the more lie exalts himself at the expense of
First case, estimated value,
$ 86 38
“other officers, the more damning will be his
38
128
Second
“disgrace should he be so unfortunate as to
Third
126 70

j

Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Two cases for

120
101
98
25

Freedmen,

98
10
19
00

686 73

Total estimated value,

Among the articles sent have been 84 flannel
shirts, 50 pairs of flannel drawers, 151 pairs
knit woolen socks, 34 quilts, 350 handkerchiefs,
45 pairs slippers, 35 caps, cotton shirts, quantities of lint, bandages, old linen, &c. Also,
canned meals, stripped fish, butter, preserves,
jellies, wines, cordials, tea, sugar, condensed
milk, bronia, chocolate, crackers, apples, lem-

and many other delicacies for the sick. In
the hope that others may be encouraged to labor in this good cause, for the welfare of our
self-sacrificing, patriotic men, this report of
our humble labors is submitted to the public
by order of the Society.
I. F. Boswouth,
Secretary and Treasurer.
Portland, March 17,1863.
ons

jf—Tlie

amounts now due the several Ag-

ricultural Societies from the

State,

have been

drawn by warrants, and such Societies can
have the same by applying at the State Treasurer’s office in

Augusta.

trait is
nent

“fail.

It is

hoped Hooker

will

protlt by

such

kindly advice.
“y A debate is

In the

Legisture in relation to the establishment of an Agricultural College, for which a grant of 210,000 acres ol laud lias been made by Congress.
Two reports have been submitted to the Legislature upon the subject:—a majority report
rerommendiug that the College lie an independent Industrial Institution; and a minority
report in favor of conferring the grant upon
Waterville College, as assignees under the
conditions of the resolutions, the name of the
College to be changed to the “Maine University and Agricultural College.” Professors
Smyth and Chadbouruc of Bowduiu College,
addressed a meeting held iu the Hail of the
House of Representatives last Friday evening,
and took ground in favor ot an institution
wholly disconnected Irom cither of the existing literary institutions. Last evening President Champlin, Hon. J. G. Blaine, and others,
were to speak in the same place in favor of
connecting the institution with Waterville
College.
going on

Portland. Saco and l'orumouth K
\Vextern Railroad.

hisbook—firm lips and promiwith deeply eut lines rundown from either nostril to the corners of

K.Ill

.155

71 tit Kl ED.

nose

I In I’bipebnrg. March 12. Elbridge H. Oliver and
ning
the mouth, undaunted eyes over hollow cheeks,
M. Oahau. ail of V.
| Jane
In Readfleld. March 2. William P. Bailey, of Winand a low forehead surmounted by a shock of
throp, and Mia* Charlotte O. Oove, or R.
In Augueta. John E Kimball and Miaa Delia Mar.
wiry, erect, gTay hair. An outspoken Union
den, both ot A.
man, from the beginning, he is now an exile
from his home, and animated by all the bitterDIED.
ness of a refugee.
He left Fredericksburg last
August, on the approach of the Confederate
In thin city, March 18. Capt. Win. Lang, aged 4«
year* 2 mouth*.
troops after Burnside’s evacuation of the town.
at 8 o'clock, at
J»-Fuueral on F riday alternotfn,
Since that time he has waited, in Philadelphia,
Relative* ai d triend* are invitFree Street Church
will
attend.
The
Masonic
Fraternity
ed.
for an opportunity to return.
In New York, March 11, Mrs Mary guimby, wife
Mr. Hunnicutt’s book is made up of editorials
of Henry M. Pierce, Jr., aged 80 yean.
In Norway, March », Isaac Bolster. Eaq., aged 86.
from the Christian Banner, originally published
In Winthrop, March 18. Harry, youngest son of
between March, 1860 and August, 1862, reproJames 0. and Sarah Upham. of Portland, aged 20
mouths.
duced with just sufficient commentary to render
lu Boston. March 14. Little Florrie, infant daughthem intelligible-and they do not need much,for
ter of Ur man T. and Josin K. Boyd.
In the Regimental hospital of the 20th Me Reg.,
plainer speech is rarely found. “That seoessiou,
near Falmouth. Va.. March 13th. of general debility,
years; March 14,
“with all its horrible train of curses, may be
Moses Allen, of Bruuswick. aged
of typhoid fever, Thomas B. Morrill, of Sumner, Me.
“eternally damned,” says the introduction; ! aged
years.
“that the Union may continue one and inseparSAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
able, now and forever; that God in mercy may

|

j

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

New

City Hall.

GRAIFS ITALIAN OPERA.
CRAU baa the honor to

MH-J.
the principal artists of hi« celebrated Italian
*5**™ -onipany, comprising Prime Donne Soprano.
Madame l^jrtni
announce

that all

and Mile. Cordier. Mile. Meorensi.
Prima Donna Contralto.
Sig Brignoii and Sig. Er.
«ni. lenore. Sig. Aiuodio,
Baritone, Sig. Susini.
Baaao, under the musical direction of
Sig. Mazio,
WILL OIVK IK FOUTLAND

Two Grand Operatic Performances,
AND WEDNESDAY,

TUESDAY

March ii-1 a„d aj.
The programme for Tue».!ay will e„„,jst nf
Pari «r»C-URAND COSCUtT „f
..j.),,
Stoomd.—the 4tli wet of V.rdr. renowned
IL TROVATORE.
Including the celebrated
NIISEHERE.
Leonora; Mile. Murenal.
Lj'flno.
■aurtco; Amiado, Conti di Luu*.
fur a.—The

rort

Arugeno

famous last act of

la favorita.

do^o^^r.rH9^^ vzsz

—

—

“overrule all things for the ultimate good of the
“whole people; that the reader may he blessed,

RAILS
York March 4
Norwegian.Liverpool.Port laud.. March 5

Edinburg.Liverpool.New
March
Europa.Liverpool.Bostou
New York March

Saxonia.Southampton.

The italics are his own. It is in
this and Parson Brownlow's, that
may be caught of the intense hatred

glimpse

7

11

Elna.Liverpool.New York March 11
Bohemiau.Liverpool..... Portland March 12
Asia.Liverpool.New York March 14
Glasgow.Liverpool —New York March IS
North American Liverpool.Portland March 19
Canada.Liverpool.Boston. .March 21

“author.”

such hooks

FOR

FROM

STEAMER

“the country redeemed, and the world saved—
“is the sincere wish and constant prayer of the
as

of the authors of secession, which pervades the
by no means insignificant Union party in the
Southern States.

..

iiammonia

...Southampton. New York March 26

Africa.Liverpool-New York March

28

TO DEPART.
....

English precedents,
terest—never

...

in-

more

ration in this

of the

country

us.

current

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
TkwFettay*... .Mrf«1i 19.
Sun rise*.6. 6 I High water.,
.(a. m. >10.37

numheranf

Sun

Blackwood and the four great quarterlies, has
delayed by the destruction by fire, some
two months ago, of the office of Messrs. Scott &
Co. in New York. We have not yet received the

sejs.6.11 | Length

of

days.12.

6

been

Edinburgh and
There is

PORT OF PORTLAND.

North British Reviews.

direct discussion of the American
question in the works received. The January
Blackwood furnishes a readable account of “A
Month’s Visit
a

Wednesday,.March 18.
ARRIVED.
81earner Lewiston. Knight. Boston.
Brig Fannie, Kenney. Boston.
Brig 11 at tie 8 Emery. Bartlett. Boston.
Sch Jerosba Baker. Bar be rick. Boston.
Sch Ellen Merrfmau. Hamilton. Boston.
Sch Geo Brooks. Wallace, Boston.
Seh P 8 Lindsay. Ricker. Boston.

the Confederate

to

review of the

Headquarchanges proposed in

belligerent rights at sea. Of course the conservative English mind finds no occasion to make
any change in anything. There are papers on
contemporary Greece, Italy, Peru, Russia, and
China. The discipline of prison convicts, the

Sch Daphia. Chase. Boston.
Sch G W Carpenter, Hutchinson, Boston.
Sch Lina. Bradbury. Boston for Machine.

CLEARED.
Steamer Parkersburg. Hoffman, New York. Emery
k Fox.
Sch C D Horton. (Br) Keeman, May agues PR, by
Phinucv k Jackson.
Sch Marie!. Tarbox, Baltimore, by D T Chaee.
Sch Fannie Mitchell. Johnson. New York, by C M

Indian annexations, and the present Administration nre the subjects handled in domestic pol-

theology, the Quarterly haa an article
on the Greek Testament, the Westminster on
Bishop Colenso’s startling views of the PentaIn

ities.

In critical literature, besides the usual
in the Westminster, there are reviews of
Victor Hugo’sten volumes of “Les Miserable*,”
of the “Memoir of John Wilson,” by hisdaugh-

Davis.
Sch

teuch.

resume

ter, Mrs. Gordon, of Montalembert'a "La Pere
Lacordaire,” and of Mr. Thomas Trollope’s
Sir Bulwer Lytton continues his
series of “Caxtoniana” in Blackwood, and with
his essays begins a catalogue of miscellaneous

Italian novels.

papers for which
Saa

a woman

have

we

no

longer room.

in snotbercolumn

picking Ssmbuc*

G rapes, for Speer’s Wine. It is aa admirable article
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris
Loudon snd New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satistke
tion.
dec22dly
SPECIAL
A

Cough,Cold,or

NOTICES.

ax

Irritatxd Throat, If

allowed to progress, rsenits in serious Pulmonary
and Bronchial aflbetions,oftentimes inenruble.

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES

directly

parts and give almost In*
stent relief. Iu Broxcbitis, Asthma, and Catarrh they arc beneficial.
The good effects resultiug from the use of the Troches, and their extended
reach

the affected

use, has censed them to be counterfeited.

Be

sure

to

gnard against worthless imitations. Obtaix only
the genuine Broem's Bronchial Troches which have

peered their efficacy by

test of many years.

a

Pub-

Sixuaas should use the Troches,
Military Officers and Soldiers who over tax the voice
and are exposed to sadden changes, should have
lic

SrttAKiRS and

hem.

Sold every where at 2iceuU per box.
Jan21 dAw3m

and all articles of household
Belt

use.

Makers.

Boot and Shoe

Makers,
Machinists,

Manufacturers and

And Families,
find it invaluable!
leakage of Coal Oil.
will

It is insoluble in water
It is

a

liquid, and

It will adhere

oily

as

or

It will effectually

stop the

oil.

easily applied as paste.

substauces.

It is
HILTON'S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton Brothers. Proprietors.
Providence, R. I.
ox. to 100 lb*., by
TUOS. G. LORING, Apothecary,
Corner of Exchange and Federal Streets,
Sole Agent in Poitlaud.

Supplied in package* from 2

febl7

dly

rr To Consumptive*—Tbe Advertiser, having
been restored to health in a few weeks hr a very simple remedy, after having suffered several years with
a severe liing affection,aud that dread disease. Consumption— is anxious to make known to his fellow

sufferers the means of cure.
To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the prescription used (free ot charge). with the directions
for preparing and using the same, which they will
find a .Sure < ure for t'onsumjition, Asthma, Bronchitis, tfc. The only object of the advertiser in sending the Prescription is to beueht the afflicted, and
be conceives to be invaluspread information whichsufferer
will try his remeable. and he hopes every
dy, as it will cost them’ notbiug, and may proven
REV EDWARD A. WILSON.
blessing

Williamsburgh, Kings County, New York.

feb27 dSm

P. QUIMBY. would give notice that he ha
eturnedto Portland, and can be found at his Room,
No. 13 International House, Tuesday. Augusi
12th, where he will attend to all wishing toconsu
him.
First Examination at

office.*.§200
.50
Each subsequent sitting at office.
City Patients, flrst Examination at residence,... 260
at
visit
100
residence,..
Each subsequent
August 16, 1862— tf
Drs. J. Clawson Kelley and II. L. Davis’
Medical Office, No 229J Congress street, up same
flight with Dr. Johuson, Dentist—only place in Portland where Dr. Kelley's genuine medicines can be

Advice free upon all diseases.
jan27 d3aw&wtf32

gy Consumption and Catarrh, and all diseases ot
Lungs, successfully treatedby Inba
lation.
By C. Morse, M. D
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.
sul8’62eod

the Throat and

Dentistry.—Dr.JOSIAH HKALD No.241 Con
Street, flrst door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
aug7dly

gress

tyif

you are In waut of any
call at tho Daily Press Office.

gyCAHDS and BILL
at this office.

kind of PRINTING

HEADS

tf

neatly printed
tf

LOCKE k KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
MiddUStroet.Portland, Mo.
augl6—ly
Drs.

|

DIB ASTERS*
MeLeod, at New Orleans from Galveston*
on tho2»th of Jan, Galveston bar bearing MR. distance 12 miles, was caught in a heavy gale from the

Brig

Ida

for'etopmast,

Nh, in winch lost foremast and
with
spars, rigglug. sails. Be., attached, besides receiving
other slight damage.
Sch DC Foster was run into off Bar no gat night of
42th inst, by the sch Eleanor T. of Philadelphia, and
had stern badly stove and lost one man. She has arrived at Tuckertou Inlet.

DOMESTIC PORTS*
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 3d mat, ship Tranquebar,
Goodwin. Bath; bark Sheaf. Berry, Bordeaux; brig
Ida McLeod. Davis. Sabine Pass ; sch H 8 Lanlhir,
Powers. Grand Call Ion.
Cld 4th, ship Undaunted, Tay, for New York: 5th,
bark Anna W heeler, for do: 6th. ship Harriet. Mooney, Bordeaux; sch C 11 Rogers, Laugley, Philadel-

and Civic

A

!A

"WlvI. L.

MORSE.

Committee of
Capt. George W Tine,
Capt. Leonard Pennell,
Capt. Charles Chum,

Arroogemeotn.

ship

Capt. Charles H. Rich
John II Mitts,
Ben), F Nelson,
It. LlttlrUeld,
Edward Hodgkins.

Capt. A. M. Lang maid.
Charle* O. Hindle.
C. H. Bowker,
Capt Geo. W. Marek,
Lient Wm. A. Pierce,
Cap*. Geo. H. Chad well.
Frank O. Rich,
Wm. K Rliodee,
Amo* Smith,
A. D. Reeves,
Thome* A. Snowman,
George Swaeey,
M. McCarthy,
George H. Holden,
J. H Barbertek,
Melville Higgins.
W H Phillips,
William Strong.
Charle* K Carle.

Floor Manager*.
Charles E. Carl*.
George W. Minch,
B. F. Nelson,
John D. Mitts,
Frank G Rich.
Charles H. Rich,
Wm. R Rhodes,
Georg* W. Trae,
W. H. Phillips.
F loos Tick ns *1.00; Gallsby, SO Cxxtb—to
be had of the Manager*, tad at R. L. Robinson'*,
under Lancaster Hall, and at Faiae's Marie Store.

Daaciag tooorameuee at g o'clock.
Manic. Chandler** Poll Orchestral Band.
PORTLAND BRASS BAND will he la
mchl* td

N H
The
attendance.

VALUABLE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE!
LOTS OF LAND, adjoining the Lot
TWO
of Crmarrtt and Frank/in
wmterly
One
kramklm

on the
8t$.
Strrrt. Hnv-etx fret front and on*
ha ad red aad six fret deep,«oataloiugS.U'> fret. The
other, oa Coapreas Street. * fly-six fret froot, aad
sarenty-lr* fret deep, coatai&ing 4,2.4 feet.
corner

oa

-a Lao,-

LOT OF LAUD oa Osaprear .Street.) Maaioyl with
story homaa thereon Said Lot is (ttywaa fra* oa
Coagrem Street, and eatenda to Jtowi—raS Stress,
(keeping the same width) two head red aad forty fret,
fronting WatmiUt AtrerS. containing about 18.A00

ons

fret.

For plans of the above Lota, terms, he., enquire of
nobletf
JOHN C. PROCTER.

phia.

Towed to sea 26th. ship# W F Schmidt, and Pocahontas; 26th, Constitution, and Jenny Lind.
Adv 8th. ships Medalion. Theobald, and Herald,
Foes, for New York with dispatch; Mout Biauc.Donnell. for do: bark Emblem, Baker, for Cadis soon;
Nineveh. stack pole. for Boston; B F Shaw, Cana,
for do soon; Elf. Harmon, lor do; brig J McIntyre,
for Boetou with dispatch.
BA LTIMORE—Ar 15th. scha G W Glover .Thomas.
Caaudeu; E S Consul. Wass. Aquia Creek.
Ar 16tli. schs W S Baker, Pierce. New York; E H
Adams, Hinklev, New Bedford; Flying Fish, Bernard. and Juiia Vraukiiu, Jewett, Portland; Messenger. Fogg, do
Cld 14iii,
National, Tripp. Acapulco; sohs I C
Hertz. Spear. Cortland. E Arcularius, Jackson, and
Arctic. Cerkius, Boston; huigbt. Whitmore, and 8
Eddy, Patten, do; N Clifford. Sbute, Somerset.
Ar 19th, sch Otter Rock. Thompson. Belle Plain.
Cld 16th. sch Maryland. Knight. Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 14th. bark Mutual.Yoong.
for Liverpool; brig Samjeon, Delano. Marseilles.
Ar 16th.
Catharine, Freeman, New York; sch
C A Stetson. Rich, Provincetown.
Cld 16th, barks Lucy Frances. Billings, 8t Thomas;
A C Adams, Harriugtou. New Orleans: brigs Abby
Thaxter. Coombs, Point Petre; Win H Parks. MeElevy. Cardenas.
NEW' YORK—Ar 16th.
K Robinson. Long.
IJverpool; Stepbeu Crowell,Bowman, do; RC Winthrop. Stewart, New Orelans 14 days; sebe L Ames,
Farreu. Baltimore; R Raikes. Doane, do for Boston;
U D, Stiusou, Rockland, Nath’l Chase, Doane. Fall
River
Cld litb. ships Delft haven, Freese, for Monteveido;
Meridian. Jordan. Liverpool; barks lddo Kimball,
Ulmer, Cadiz; R G W Dodge, Jarvis.Trinidad; Pathfinder. Robinson. Elizabeth port; brig Fannie Boiler,
Bartlett. Para; schs Catmle. Appleby, for Eastport;
Yankee Blade. Col lev. Bucksnort.
ftEnrOKT—Ar 16th. brig Cyclone, Banker, Wiacwct for Alexandria: sch* Union, Hamlin, do for
do; Melbourne. Marnton. do for do; M A Gould.
Phil brook, Bath for do; Laconia, Proctor, Saco for
Sew York; Highlander. Hogan. Portland for do;
Erie, Coombs. Belfast for Baltimore.
Sailed 16th. brig* Catharine Rogers. Yeaton. from
Salem lor New York;
of the Lake, Haskell,
Fall River lor do; Chesapeake, Bailey, im Portland
for Green (mint, ft Y ; sch* Union, Pendleton, from
Rockland for Hartford Ct; Exeter, Snow. Bath for
Sew York; Franklin. Allen, Lnbec for Mystic; Willow. Small, do for Philadelphia: Superior Robinson.
Boston tor Fortress Mouroe; Col Eridr, Blanchard,
Winterport fbr New York; Hyena. Clark. Portland
fordo; Juno. Mill*. Rockland tor do: Eagle. Hall,
do for do; John Adams, Hatch, do for do; Sarah.
Holden, do for do.
Schs Union, and Hyena, returned and remained in
port 17th.
HOLMES'S HOLE—In port 15th. brig Cha* Miller,
Brown, ftn W Coast Africa for Boston.
EDGAHTOWN— Ar 18tb, *ch Emellue McLane.
Bucklin. New York for East Weymouth.
Ar 16th. brigs Sarah Wooarer. Lord, Boston fbr
Wilmington; Abner Taylor, Gnllifer. do for Washington sch* Cameo. Pendleton, ftn New York for St
John ft B; JuiiaARich, W.od, Portland for New
York.
Ar 16th. sch* Oregon. Pratt. New York for Boston
Albert Jaiuesou. Jameson, do for do; Minnehaha,
Thomas, do lor Portland; Pallas, Pendleton, do for
Rockland.
BOSTON—Ar 17th. schs Helen F. Holbrook, from
Tangier; G J June*. Crowell, fm Baltimore; Edwin
Reed. Chipmsn. Philadelphia
In the bay. ship Art Uuion, from Calcutta.
Cld 17th. sch Ellen Perkins. Eldridge. New York
Ar ISth. ships Art Union, Thayer. Calcutta; Jennie Eastman. Keller. New Orleans: barks Eila,Clark.
Bathurst. Africa; 2one, Burslev, Buenos Ayres; J C
Nicbol*. Blanchard. Cieofueiro#: Island Chv. Smith
New Orleans; brigs Cha* Miller, Brewer. Rio Nuez;
Cha*
Ford, Baltimore; schs Flora. Doane,
Beaufort NC; Maine Law, Amesbnnr. ftn Baltimore;
Elm City. Winn. Well*
Below, ship Ocean Pearl, (of Portland) Keaser. ftn

Lost.
A SMALL black and whit* DOO. He
bed a red ribbon round his neck, aad Ms
front lean were shaven np a* for as the drat
joint The dnder will be suitably rewardad hy leaving bim at PRINCE'S Express Office, or
at No. 81 Daaforth street.
mehlV lw

M

Subscriber hereby gives public aotfe* to an
concerned, that he ha* been duly appointed nod
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of

THE

ISAAC LEIGHTON,
Falmouth, la the County of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond a* the law direct*; hr dies*,
fore requests ail person* who are indebted to lb* said
deceased 's estate to make immediate payment; and
those who have any demauds tHerron, to exhibit the

late of

same

for settlement to

ALPHEL’S SHAW.
40 w«w

Falmouth. Feb. 17.1888.

ship

Lady

Wesley.

Liverpool.

DR. P.

had.

Firemen’s, Military

Advance. Fogg. Boston, by Jos H White.

ships

GREAT DISCOVERT.—An adhesive preparation
that will STICK
Patches and Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficiently strong without stitching;
That will effectually mend Furniture, Crockery,

Toys,

NEWS

MARINE

no

ters,” and

March“* dil

..

repuhli-

The

*^' IA DI LAML«‘*' dig. Brigwotl

Thurday Evening. NlffirehSSih,

...

position

of so much moment to

“

and Muaicai Director, Rig. Muio
Admi.il,,n VI rent.; reeerved «eal. 25
cent. extra
H
Rente
lor either of the two
grand opera nighte ean bo
obtained at the ticket office of New
Hall comCity
mencing on Saturday morning, at» o’clock
‘°
*«

...

than in these critical times,
of England towards what Alderman Boole of New York oalls “this unholy
arrangement,” the American rebellion, is a
matter

RdfaM
Conductor

LANCASTER HALL,

peculiar and especial

of

“*
MKRmIh1,^'
w!u'n
*
M
^ ° i2£
d,er
aa

March 19
March 21
March 21
March 21
City of Baltimore New York Liverpool
Melita.New York Havana.Harch 21
21
.Jamaica.March
York.
1’iantaganet_New
March 22
British t^ueen. ...New York. Hativaua.
Australasian.New York.. Liverpool. March 26
COMPLIMENTARY TO
Norwegian.Portland... Liverpool ...March 28
Edinburg.New York. Liverpool. March 2»
April 1
Europa. Boston.Liverpool
April 4
Saxonia.New York Hamburg
Bohemian.Portland
.Liverpool.... April 4
The Firemen. Military aud
Etna.New York Liverpool-April 4
dancing eommunttv in
Asia...New York. Liverpool-April 8
general. wpectluUy tender to Mr. Morse a Compli11
mentary
Beuetlt. as above, and invite the public to
North American. Portland.
April
Liverpool.
Glasgow.New York.. Liverpool.April 11 j unite with them in malting this the Ball oftheSaasoa

Eagle. New York Havana
Anglo Saxon.Portland .Liverpool
Teutonia.New York. Hamburg.

Westminster Review, for January.
London Quarterly Review, fur January.
Blackwood's Magazine, for January.
Blackwood's Maoazi.se, for February.

..

now

or

prefixed to

chin, sharp

wbeu the

pro-siavery reputation,
Prof. James W. Patterson,

Mr.

Mr. Hunnicutt is now about 60 years of age,
and for nearly fourteen years has been the editor and proprietor of the Christian Banner, published In Fredericksburg, Virginia. A grim por-

tion of the 10th instant.

uue u> ns weii-earneu

and exempting
property therefrom, wa« read a third time,
and. on motion of Mr. Hayden, tabled.
Mr. McLellan, Irom the Railroad Committee, reported leave to withdraw on petition of
W. M. Rogers et als.; also, legislation inexpedient ou the order relating to mortgages of
the Kennebec * Portland 1C R. Co.; also, leave
to withdraw on the petition of John Holland
et als.
Mr. Crosby, from the Judiciary Committee,
re|«>rted that the bill concerning mortgages
ought not to pass; also, same report on the
bill relating to the powers and duties of Courts
of Probate; also, legislation inexpedient on
the order relating to amending Chap. 18, R. S.
Mr. Clay, from same Committee, reported
legislation inexpedient on the order relating
to amending the law relating to sales of real
estate on execution.
Bill to secure the prompt payment of taxes
in Cumberland county was discussed at length,
and, on motion of Mr. Kingsbury, laid upon
the table.
Mr. Cony, from the conferees on the resolve
granting additional aid iu building the bridge
at Msttawainkeag forks, reported that the
committee were unable to agree, and recommended that the House insist ou Its vote.
Bill to provide for taxing hauk stock owned
out of the State was taken from the table. The
House receded from Its vote, concurred in the
amendments of the Senate, and passed it to be
engrossed, in concurrence.
Mr. Clay, Irom the Judiciary Committee,
reported a resolve in favor of George M. Wes-

III

The study of English politics is always instructive, and to Americans, living under laws
and institutions derived and developed from

Hampshire, statiug

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Rowe.
Bill relating to attachments,

Fur sale

car- We have received from Daniel Elliot
special provost marshal for the State of Maine
a circular instructing absentees from the army without leave to report immediately to
Major Clarke, at Augusta, on pain of arrest
and punishment as deserters, In accordance
with the terms of the President's proclamaThe Tribune says that private letters
have been received in New York from New

HOUSE.

Lippineott & Co. 12mo. pp. 454.
this city by O. L. Sanborn a. Co.

a

A New Orleans letter states that Governor
Sbepley, Lieut. Boltes of his staff, and one or
two others, had a narrow escape Iroui capture
by the rebels recently, while on a visit to Brashear City, having incautiously ventured beyond the Federal lines.

jourmnenL

grossed.*'
Mr. Lyman presented a resolve relating
the purchase of stationery, w hich passed to
engrossed, under a suspension of the rules.
Adjourned.

a

Boston Journal of last evening

The

contains the

of Wm. II. McCrillis. The motion prevailed.
He then moved the indefinite postponement of
the resolve. Lost, and the resolve was again
passed to be engrossed.
The militia bi.l was read a second time. Mr.
Peters moved a substitute as an amendment.
The matter was then tabled.
The resolves on National Affairs were taken
up. Mr. Merrow moved an amendment to the
amendment offered by Mr. Wiggin. Mr. Wiggin then took the floor and snoke until the ad-

on

understand

respectable sort of man than many of
those who voted for him—and indeed this inay
be the reason he was put up for the office.

was discharged.
Mr. Hacker moved to reconsider the vote
passing to be engrossed the resolve in favor

to

we

more

tee

doings

department.
Times will please take
it with profound respect.
of the fire

y Kittery, Boothbay, Brooklin, Newcastle, Vassalboro’, Dexter, Bradley, Hudson,
Levant, Corinna, Glenburn, Greene, Andover,
and Byron, have elected republican and Union
town officers.
The copperheads made desperate struggles in some of these towns, but
they were doomed to be beaten.
CyThe Lewiston Journal says at the late
town meeting in Greene the copperheads voted
for a negro belonging in the town for one

Bill to make valid the doings of town of
Fariningdale was read a second time. Mr.
Stewart moved its indefinite postponement.
Ou motion of Mr. Josselyn, the bill was tabled.
Mr. Woods, from -the Judiciary Committee,
reiiorted an act, additional to Chap. 96, R. S.,
relating to tenancies, which was read and assigned. He also reported legislation inexpedient on the order for an amendment of the
law relating to County Houses of Correction.
Mr. Josselyn, from the Committee on Agriculture, made a final report, and the Commit-

River

?

The Times says the Press is “the best and ablest dally paper In the State, big or little."

Woods, tabled,

the

slavery

It has been ascertained that the recent
fires in Gardiner were set by boys.
One of
the ring-leaders has made a confession to

of 1800, relative to nuisances; to amend Sec.
17, Chap. 71, R. S., relating to sales ot real estate ; additional to act for taking land for forts
and other purposes; additional to the act incorporating the Aroostook Railroad Co.; to
amend Chap. 40. R. S., relating to stockholders
of rail road corporations jrelutiug to the election
of wardens and clerks in cities; to make valid
the doings of Hiram Bass; also resolves—for
the presentation of books and publications to
literary institutions and public libraries; in
favor of Wm. H. McCrillis; locating and designating lands for settlement; in favor of the
towns of Bremen, Smyrna and Macawahoc
plantation; repealing resolves in favor of
Alexander G. Turner and Chas. U. Bucknam;
for payment of expenses incurred in negotiating the iSiate loan.
Bill additional to Chap. 22, R. 8., relating to
fences and common fields, was read a second
time and indefinitely postponed, on motion of
Mr. Merrow.
■ Bill to provide for a depository of wills was
read a second time, and, on motion of Mr.

ground corporation;

xrithout

BROKERS* BOARD.
Stock*.—Boarox, M»rch 18. 188*.
825.520 American (.old.153
l.Oi*).do (large).
158
1.6i)0.do (large)... 158
United State* Coupon Sixe*(lH81).104
U. 8. 7 3-10 Treasury Note* (Oct).
106
dof Ang).
lOfil
United State* Five-Twentie* (Nov) .101
United State* Trcasurv Sixes, (2 yean).158!
U. S. Certificate* of Indebtednee* (Feb).100
Sal*

The Conspiracy Unveiled. The South Sacrificed; or, the Horrors of Secession. By Rev.
James W. Hunnicutt. Philadelphia: J. B.

Moon,

a

Augusta, March

us

numbers, iu influence end its power over the
country; iu effect will be not only to rally
strength to the Union cause, which will carry
success to the Union arms, but it will crush

formed

TO THB DAILY

SENATE.

or

Tbe only rational hopes for the restoration of
the Union, which ouce ranked among tbe
foremost powers of the world, the Fatherland
of our

u'jt

DISPATCH

car- On the fourth

New Publications.

SELECTED.

On the first page—An Agricultural

__-

fSPBCIAL

AND

Sid 17th. bark
and II S Eraerv.

Hadley: brigs

S P

Smith. Australia,

WlSCASSEt*—Ar 11th, ache Laurel. McFarland.

Portland; Tamo. Will* Bath.
Sid 13th. Harmonia. Peel, and
Alexandria: Arctic, Cushman,

8 1IV 6 E R’S

SEWING MACHINES!
WOODMAN, TRI E * CD,
AGENTS.
Dm. 54 uiMvIw Middle limt.
Needles and Trimmings always

hand

lEVSTAL.
undersigned would respectfully inform his
friend* and the public, that be bus removed from

THE

nay be lonnd

n

General Asaertmeat at

Drags, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
DYE STUFFS, Ac..
at Wholceale and Relall. Tbe former patron*, and
tbe public generally, are reepectlallv larlted to call
EL ROLFE.
ae above.

^SA*I

TuTbASeowNn

Portland, March 18. 1868.

~Tp

you intend

Insure your Iilfe
care to

examine tbe system* of tbe mrlone

do
before
BECompanies
for SO TEARS hr tbe old
been
ton

Having

*o

Agent

Mutual Life Insurance Co*
OF NEW YORK,
Oabb Ftbk.»owi«>utb*w

99,000,000 (atae Million dollars),
rmt in**rall invented la the beat -entitle* at I P~
tbe benedt of the
til, (with noprruunm a-***) for
Police holder$. I particuiarlr invite every person
the system of this
proposing to insure, to examine
dutributeA more than
great institution. wbleh baa and
orphan* si no* 1848.
4 500,000 among widow,
V S- SamUmn
This Companv gate *8.000 to tbe
benettt of lb# lies
tbavasaaroa the lani year. I«r the
uion
the
L
of
army
and wounded toUUert
The Dividends all go to tbe insured And add largeto tbe value of the Potiese# every year.

ly

w. D.

LITTLE, Afesl,

Office-SI Exchange Street.
mehl7d*w8»

Melbourne. Mason.
Boston; Catharine,

Mcftear, Portland.
Sid 15th, bark Tempest. King. Cardenas; schs Joliet. Wiley. Alexandria: Pansy Keating,
* fordo; 8 H
Pool, FlcFadden, Boston.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Sailed from Singapore Jan 2. ship Rival. Atkins,
Akyab and rice ports, to load for Falmouth E.
At Barbadoes 25th ult, brig Aniauda Jane, from

James K. Fernald,
MEXCXAXT TAILOR,
No.

..
-MAS

JUST

NEW

for St Ban*
Philadelphia
At St Thoms* 27th

Middle Streat,

RECEIVED-

GOODS

-pom-

ult. ship Anna F Schmidt, from
Boston for San Fraaciseo, diag; bark hedron. Farrell, ftn Rio Janeiro. ar26th. in ballast, for Baltimore
uext day; brig R A Fisher. Sbackford repg
Ar 26th. sch Amy Chase, Smith. Rio Grande. (and
cld 16th.)
Sailed from Cieufuegos 6th inst, barks Sherwood.
Bailev, Trinidad; 6th. Franklin. Mitchell. Boston;
»
brig W H Harris, for New York
Ar at Cardenas 4th inst. sch gueen of CMippers.i Br)
BueBlake.
from Portland ; 6th. bark S A Nichols.
nos Ayres;
brig Matilda, Norwood, Portland; sch*
Ida F Wheeler, Dyer. Philadelphia.
Sid 7th. bark Mary C Fox. Fredericks. Portland;
brigs Johu Pierce, ftorden, Sagua; M KThompson,
I^amphnr. New York; Loraua. W'ade, for a port ft

of Hattera*
Ar at St John NB 13th iust.

oa

mehlS tf

sch Oaprey, Price, ftn

Portland.
Cld 12th, sell Highlander, Nichols, Boston.
SPOKEN.
Feb 17. off Dll Shot Keys, ship Wed Wind, from
New lork for New Orleans with troop*.
March 11,1st 40 40, lou66&>. bark Alice Tarlton.
from Boston for Surinam.
March 11, lat 4107, Ion 68 26, brig I lorencc, W inf_

low, from Portland for Matanza*.

Gentlemen's and Boys’ Garments*
His present facilities enable him to

give bis custom-

ELEGANT GARMENTS
at

low prices as any in New Encland.
His arrangements are now completed for tbe
as

Boy*’ Department,
and customers can select from a nice stock of mate
rials, and have them cut or made in tbe lateet
Employing none bnt the beet workmen in hi* Catting and Manufacturing department, hi* customer*

style

can

rely a|ion

ELEGANT GARMENTS, AT FAIR PRICES.
Hi* Stock of

FURNISHING

GOODS,

embraces everything XE W and DESIReiBLE.
mchft 3md4weow38
U.si

1

■

I

■

MATTERS

ABOUT TOWN.

Municipal Court....March IS.
Sumner F. Dyer, for drunkenness ami disturbance, paid a fine of three dollars and costs.
Patrick Flaherty, for drunkenness and disturbance, couldn’t pay a flue imposed of three
dollars and costs, and was, therefore, committed
to jail.
George Cushing (or assault and battery on
Isaac Reed, was fined four dollars and costs,
which he paid and was discharged.
James L. Chandler, Charles G. Chandler,
Albert T. Farr and Thomas Dunsler, for larceny of coal from Steamship wharf, were senduring tbeir
minority. They are lads of 13 or 14 years of
age, and are notorious for their petty larcenies.
There were two cases of search and seizure
against Patrick McGilnchy, but they were posttenced to the Reform School

poned

to-day.

until

v,Mibs Axna E. Dickihsoh.—This young
ladjtjvas greeted last evening at Mechanics’
Hall bjvjlarge and intelligent audience, who,
for nearl^tofo hours, listened with inteivc
interest and

Board or Trade.—An adjourned meeting
of the Board of Trade was held last cveuing,

President Hersey in the chair. Mr. Jewett,
Directors, who bad been
requested, by vote, to procure a suitable room
for the merchants of this city to meet in, reported that they had hired the store of Hon.
W. W. Thomas in Exchange street, recently
occupied by E. M. Patten, for three years, at a
rent of $350 per year; the same to be used for
a Merchant’s Exchange.
Some conversation was had among the
from ths Board of

enthusiastic and very pleasing. She speaks
with ease and decided grace, and, by both
matter and manner, holds her audience to a
strict attention.

Discussing a few
rebellion, she

of the

members as to the manner in which the room
it should

kept, the hours at which
beopeu,the manner in which the

should be

funds for

payment of the rent should be raised, and the
expediency of a reading room. Finally, on
motion of Mr.

it was voted that the

Jewett,

managers be authorized to open the room hired
by the Board, as a Merchant’s Exchange; q$d
that

they

fix such terms of admission

shall deem necessary
of it.

to

defray

they

as

the expenses

It was also voted that the managers be,

and they

hereby directed,

are

to

appoint

a

Standing Committee on the Merchants’ Exchange, from the subscribers to the same.
Messrs. E. E. Upliam and-J.S. Bedlow were
admitted members.
The Board voted to adjourn to Wednesday
evening April 8th, at 7 1-2 o’clock, to meet la
their room in Exchange street.
Card.—A. M. Hernandez begs

leave

to

thank the citizens of Portland and

for

vicinity
patronage they

for some

preparation

tithe,

and at great

ex-

pense.
Hernandez, with his Troupe, will leave
the city on Monday to commence an engagement at the Academy of Music in Boston,
thence proceeding to New York to fulfil an
engagement at Niblo's Garden, till about the
last of May, when he proposes to return to
Portland, bringing with him several distinguished and competent artists.
A. M. Hernandez,
Manager and Proprietor of the Kavel Troupe.
Mr.

Concert

Aid

in

of

already announced,

Sick Soldiers.—As

several of our

leading professional and amateur singers have kindly volunteered to give a concert at the new City
Hall, on Monday evening next, the proceeds
of which

for the benefit of the Maine

are

Camp Hospital Association.
Among those taking port, as we are informed,
will be Miss Harriet Cammett, assisted by
other female singers; also Messieurs Dennett,
Morgan and Shaw, with Kotzschmar at the
piano. The tickets are placed at the low price
of twenty-five cents, and we hope to see, as
no doubt we shall, with the above mentioned
attractions, a full house. Tickets can be had
at Messrs. Lowell and Sealer’s and at the door.

Regimental Court Martial for

the

trial of several minor offences, was held yesterday, CapL Freese presiding and Lieut Nick-

Judge Advocate. Mr. John
L. Waterhouse was arraigned on a charge of
absence without leave. It proved to be only
a technical offense and be undoubtedly will be
acquitted. J. T. McCobb, Esq., appeared as
acting

erson

We believe there

his counsel.
case.

this

as

was

no

other

The

general Court Martial will convene
morning to hear the conclusion of the

trial of Fields.
Drowned.—The body of Mr. John Roach
found In the dock at Custom House
Wharf yesterday tnoruing. He Is supposed to
have accidently fallen into the water, In the
was

night.
The deceased

was

a

laborer, about 40

years

of

age, and resided in the rear of No. 246 Congress street. Coroner Gould was called to
view the body, but he did not deem it necessary to bold an inquest. The deceased leaves
a family of four children.

prominent

features

on

the side of the

thority

over all the land.
She showered grape
and canister on the heads of inefficient, tender

military leaders, and

rattled thunder In

the ears of traitors Who stay at home crying
For combination of statistics, historical allusions, thrilling narrative and true

“Peace.”

pathos, the lecture of this truly accomplished
lady is rarely excelled; it is calculated to accomplish much good.
The Kavei. Troupe.—The bill presented
for this evening is a splendid one,
entirely new,

exception of the performances

ou

the

horizontal bar and the trapeze. It is the last
night but two in which the troupe will perform
in this city for the present- In our notices of
the

performers we have omitted to mention
Coleman, the Irish Comic Singer, who has
been encored every night he has appeared, and
who sings to perfection Irish songs.
A grand matinee will be given Saturday
afleruoou for the benefit of Young America.
Mr.

jy The Glass Spinners and Workers had a
good audience last evening at Lancaster Hall.
Their second entertainment comes off this
when two

their work will be
commence

magnificent specimens of
awarded. Dancing will

at nine o'clock.

Beatixo Time.—A dispatch

sent

from the

American

Telegraph office in this city to
Washington D. C., yesterday at 9.25 A. M.,
was received in Washington at 9.15 A. M.l

BY TELEGRAPH

the Russell School of Elocutionists.
won a

He has
high reputation, chiefly by bis wonder-

fill skill in humorous delineations.
we

are

told, have

Audieuces,

been convulsed over bis

readings of Irish comicalities—while, at the
tame time, he is by nomeans wanting in dramatic power.

Opera.—Signor De Vivo, the agent of the
Italian Opera, is now in this city f_>r the purpose of perfecting the necessary arrangements
for the

cue on

schooner Res-

the 27th of Oct. last with

a

cargo of

coal for this port, and has not since been heard
from. It is supposed that he, together with
his vessel and crew,
lost in the gale that
occurred about that time. Capt. P. was an
were

exemplary Christian, respected and beloved by
all who knew him.

change street. Every species of game is
served up to order—lish, flesh aud fowl.—
Twombly is no mere caterer; he aspires to the
office of an educator, and should
certainly be

endowed with the honors and emoluments of
a professor of gastronomy.
Levee.—The second of the
series of levees by the Spiritual Association
will come off to-morrow evening at Mechanic’s
Hall. These dances are among the most popular we have had during the season. Tickets
can be had of the
managers. Chandler's Band
furnishes the music.
Spiritual

Mechanics’ Association.—The management of

public schools is to be the theme
this evening before the Mechanic's

our

for debate

Association.
every

one.

It "s

a

matter which interests

The public

are

invited.

Capture of Prisoners, Horses *c.

Headquarters

Army of Potomac, I
March 18, 1863.
)
A most brilliant cavalry tight occurred on
the Rappahannock yesterday
beyond Kelly
Ford. A recounoissaiice under Gen. Averiil
forced a passage over the river, in the face ol
a determined resistance
by a body of rebel
sharpshooters, who were covered by houses,
rifle pita, Ac. The ford admitted but a
single
horseman at a time, and the stream was swollen and very rapid. Arriving at the south
side our cavalry charged on the rebels in their
entrenchments, killing and capturing nearly
the entire force, besides securing a
large number of horses picketed near by. A short distance from the shore Gen. Averiil encountered
the rebel cavalry under Stuart and Fitz
Hugh
Lee, who had hastened from Culpepper to prevent our passage.
They made some dashing
charges on our troops, who repulsed, and in
turn charged them with fatal
effect, using
sabres only. Whenever the enemy made a
stand they were immediately
charged and
routed from their position with great loss.
The battle lasted live hours, and was a series
of charges and hand to hand
conflicts, resulting in the falling back of the enemy. The
forces were about 2000 on each side. The enemy took refuge behind an intrenched battery,
four miles from the ford, flanked
by rifle pits
and abhatis. Gen. Averiil having
accomplished
his object, and securing bis prisoners, the
wounded on both sides and a large number of
horses, recrossed the river without an attack
on the part of the rebels, who were so
badly
whipped that they could not follow or annoy
him. Among the prisoners is Major Breckinridge, a cousin of the traitor John C. Breckinridge. The prisoners characterize the affair
on our part as one of the ablest and most
gallantly fought cavalry raids of the whole war,
and admit that their own troops were
totally
demoralized by the gallant sabre charge of our
cavalry. About 80 prisoners have beeu brought
in. The wounded of the enemy bear sufficient
marks to show that the sabre was the sole
weapon uacd on our side.

SQUADRON.

EXPEDITION UP THE INDIAN RIVER.
New York, March 18.
By the Champion we have important news
from Central America
The battle expected
at Coatcpeque. San Salvador, had taken place.
On the 22d of February, after having a day or
two before taken possession of the deserted
town of Santana, Correra, with 1,600 men
male a bold attack on Barrio's intreuchments,
but was repulsed with a loss of over 100 men.
On the 24th. st 3 A. M.. the attack was renewed with great fury, aud continued until 4
P. M„ when Correra was compelled to withdraw, leaving lour rifled guns, a considerable
quantity of munitions of war, 300 killed, aud
of coutse a large number of wounded on the
field. Among the Guatemaiian officers said to
be killed are Gen. Zcavala and Bruno, the former Correra’s principal General.
Gen. Barrios in a bulletin claims a decisive victory, and
says that Generals Gonzales and Beacamente
are in hot pursuit of the enemy.
Barrios calls
it the greatest battle that ever was fought in
Central America.
It was expected that Nicaragua would soon
join Guatainala against Salvador, and present
indicaiious are Honduras will join Salvador.—
There In a (flan, tsins.ur, so overthrow she
administration in Honduras, and place
n power General Xatroch.
If tills scheme
succeeds, Barrios'enemies will probably be too
for
him.
strong
The uews from Bogota, the capital of New
Grenada, is to tlie effect that a National Convention of all the States oi Columbia met at
Kio Negro, and Mosquera sent in his resignation of the office of Provisional President, accompanied by a history of his operations during the revolution. The Convention then appointed a Council of live to carry on the government until the Federal Constitution could
be made and promulgated.
Mosquera was
continued Minister of War.

firesent

From California—Measures Taken for Publio
Defense.
San Francisco, March 17.
A. P. Crittenden, a prominent lawyer, was
arrested for complicity in flltiug out the privateer J. M. Chapuiau.
The San Francisco Supervisors last night
proposed to lend the State $100,000 toward
providing armed vessels for the harbor and
coast delenses.
A bill was introduced in the Legislature today authorizing two mill taxes for IhAame
purpose. Theie is a general feeling that neither
arms nor other measures are an effective defense against foreign or domestic enemies now
in the State.
The Collector of San Francisco was compelled to hire a steamer to board the Chapman,
the only revenue cutter on the coast being off

Washington Territory.

There is every prospect that the Legislature
will issue half a million in bonds for means tor
purchasing six batteries of artillery and small
arms sufficient to equip 30,000 soldiers.
Gen. Fremont and the Secretary of War
News from Mexico.
New York, March 18.
The Tribune’s Washington correspondent
General
Freiuout
left for New York
says Major
to-night, his interview with the Secretary of
War this morning having proved unsatisfac-

tory.
Official advices from the City of Mexico

to

the 23th of February have beeu received.—
The mail was made up hastily, and sent via.
Tampico, the French lielng too near Puebla to
reuder the route via Vera Cruz a sale one.
Gen. Forey's army, 20,U0U strong, was at
Amozoc, some llfteen miles from Puebla—
Preparations at Puebla for resistance to the
attack, which was daily expected, was cousidVI VVI

V

UIlipiV

w>

The Juarez Government had ordered the
Governor of San Luis de 1’otosi to return to
the mouey which be raised by forced loaus, and give whatever further satisfaction
the aggrieved parties might justly demand.

federacy.

Fayetteville, Ark., March 17.
An intelligent gentleman from Texas arrived this evening. He represents the rebels in
a most
deplorable condition. The Union men
openly denounce the Confederacy, and a large
party are trying to raise tbe Loue Star Hag.—
Colonies are being made to go to Mexico.
A prominent rebel officer who caine to tills

place with a flag of truce this morning, also
expressed the opinion that should the cause of
the South tail,
they will retire iuto Mexico to
establish a Republic under the French Protectorate.

Cox.

Game to the Last.—Twombly’s dinners
at the Merchant’s Exchange, 17 and 19 Ex-

De-

—

From Tezaa—Disaffection Toward the Con-

city,

Entirely

From Central America
The War Batwaen
Quatamala and Balvador.

Pianist Conductor. It is a combination of musical talent such as we have never before had

of this

Kelly's Ford.

Driven Back and
moralized.

PAPERS.

foreigners

jy“Capt. James Pettengill
sailed from Philadelphia in the

Enemy

FROM THE GULF

EVEAIXG

forth-coming of the two operatic performances, at the new City Hall, next week.
The company comprises three Trims Donnas,
two Tenors, one Barritone, one Basso and a

in this city.

near

-TO THE-

—

VT We learn that Prof. R. G. Hibbard, of
Wesleyan University, who is expected to assist
Prof. Briggs in the Humorous and Dramatic
Readings at the uew City Hall, is a member of

FROM THE ARMY OF THE POTOMAO.

The

Washington Humors.
New York, March. 18.
The Washington correspondent of tbe Times
Gen.
Burnside
says:
having been assigned to

his new department, will leave at once to take
command.
The oue year certificates now falling due
should be sent into the Treasury at once lor
payment. They will be paid in gold. The interest accruing alter maturity will not be paid.
It is stated that Sayles J. Bowen, chief clerk
of the Senate, has been appointed Postmaster
of this city, vice Lewis Clephaue removed, to
take effect the 1st of April next.
Draft for 600,000 Men—Capture of Tasoo
City Conceded by the Mabels.
New York, March 18.
The Herald's Washington correspondent
is
It
staled
that
a draft of 600,000 men
says:
is soon to he ordered, and that
arrangements
have been made to euforce the
conscription

A

without difficulty.
From sources usually well informed in regard to Southern news, it is learned that the
rebels concede the capture of Yazoo
City by
the federal forces.

Destruction of
Capture of

a

a

The Course of the Judges in Utah to be

Our Relations with France.

Warhixotox,

March 18.

Much speculation is indulged in concerning
the action of the government respecting the
affairs of Utah. Private parties have suggest-

ed different courses of policy. From what has
transpired to-day it is probable that Gov.
Harding and the Judges complained of by the
Mormons will be sustained. It is said by gentlemen well acquainted with Utah affairs that
the arrest of Brigham Young by Judge Kinney was an arrangement acted upon by the
two to test the constitutionality of the aulipoljgainy law, and to create an impression
that there is no resistance to Judicial process
in that territory.
While the English journals indulge in severe
erilicisms on the letter of Mr. Seward declining the peace propositions of the French government, it is noticeable that nothing in the
way of unfriendly comment from official or
unofficial sources has reached our government
from France.
Secretary Chase when speaking to Ills friends
respecting his recent visit to New York, says
it was both agreeable and satisfactory.
FROM TEXAS.

The Rebel*

of the Sagamore from as far
up the
coast as Mosquito Inlet.
He iucloses au interesting report of au expedition made by the
Sagamore to the town of Smyrna, for the purpose of capturing and destroying a vessel
loaded with collou, in which a brisk
engagement of twenty minutes occurred,
resulting in
the destruction of the vessel, aud a loss on
our side or one killed and live wounded.
The
men of the expedition appear to have behaved
with great spirit and judgment.
Their subsequent operations have been of
efficient service in clearing out rebels from Indian river, and in breaking
np ttietr connection
with the lawless hordes of Nassau. This last
achievement, wholly uuassisted against nearly
double their own numbers, ami showing such
determined bravery aud endurance, is of a
brilliancy to merit especial recognition from
the government. The results of their expedition, a sloop aud boat, together with thirtylive bales of Sea Island cotton, had arrived at
return

Key West.
The gunboat Gem of the Sea, on the 10th,
captured the sloop Petoo off Savannah for
Nassau, while attempting to run the blockade.
She had a cargo ol salt. Tile vessel
being old
and leaky, she was destroyed.

in Aid of the Atlantic

Company.

Telegraph

NEW YORK,

laud

by

Rail

Through Tickets (from Port'
Steamer) to

or

secure

Blew York.

Philadelphia,
Baltimore,
Or

Viable

Washington,

Stosisotos or Noawtca Routes, or the
Worcester A SraixoriEtn or Shore Llhes—conwith
either of the regular trains.leaving Bosnecting
ton at7, 8 30 and 11.10 a m
aud at2 16, 6.30andB39

.WESTERN TICKET AGEHCT,

mchll

The Town Set

street.

It is stated that A. L. Stewart has chartered
a ship to be tilled with food for the destitute
in
Ireland.
A very Interesting meeting was held on the
Stock Exchange this afternoon, which was addressed by Cyrus Field, on the subject of the
Atlantic Telegraph.
The utmost attention
was paid to his arguments, and over 14000
sterling were subscribed. A committee of teu
was
appointed to act in concert with those
previously appointed by the Chamber of Commerce and Produce
Exchange in securing sub-

scriptions.

1 he bark Sarrh A. Nichols, from Buenos
Ayres for Cuba, was chased Into the harbor of
St. Thomas by the pirate Florida. The authorities detained the pirate uutil 24 hours
after the sailing of the bark.
FROM HILTON

Capture

28.1883.

Portland.

...

ediiSw

by

Advices, per steamer Union, state that the
rebels have erected batteries at Galveston,
mounted with guns taken from the Harriet
Lane and Westfield.
The Federal fleet off Gaiveston Feb. 28th
consisted of the steam frigate Brooklyn and
four gunboats.
Ou the 12th the Brooklyn threw a few shells
into the fort on Pelican Island, on the 24th
she threw a few shells into the town, setting
it ou tire in three places, which, however, was
put out.
The Harriet Lane is up the river.

soon

It is not probable that the fleet, as at present
constituted, will undertake anything against
the city.
the Black water

on

Attack of the Eebels

on

Newborn and their

Bepulse.
of the Fed-

and were defeated.
Richmond papers of the 17th say that on
the 14th Admiral Farragut attacked Port Hudson and was repulsed.
The Mississippi was
Admiral Farragut went down the
burnt.
river in his flagship, which was disabled.
The city of Mexico has been captured
by

the French.

Mew Jersey Peace Beaolution.
Trenton, N. J„ March 18.
The peace resolutions passed the House today 38 to 73, after a very animated debate.
General Order.

Washington, March 18.
The following general order has been Issued:
War PirAirsiiT Adjt. tisas Orrica. I
WRAluugtou, March 17th. 1<W3. J

General Order No. H75.
It is hereby ordered, first that Col. James
B. Fry, Assistant AiJJutaut General, 17. 8. A.,
be and hereby is detailed as Provost Marshal
General of the United States, la pursuance of
Sec. 6th,
approved March 31, 1883, for enrolling and calling out the national forces, and for
other purposes. He is accordingly authorized
and required to perform all duties of Provost
Marshal General set forth in said act, and such
oilier duties as may properly pertain to his
office.
All communications relating to the
business of Provost Marshals and the provisions of the act of Congress aforesaid will be
addressed to him. Second, that all appointments which have been made of Provost Marshals are hereby revoked.
By order of the Secretary of War.

Clapp'd Block ".Congreds 8t

?

HAS
Co.’s

edin New

BRYANT, STRATTON A WORTHINGTON,
feb2
PORTLAND, MAINE.
dJtwly
C reditor** Meeting.
MEETING of all the bonajtde Creditors of the
late John Rounds is requested at the
counting
room of the undersigned, ou
Saturday, the 28th day
of March next, at 2 P M to take into consideration
the mauuer the estate was settled, or pretended to be
settled
Sewell C. Strout (Howard A Strout) "aa
counsel ror tbi admini^tratrix.” (mark the
words) according to his own account, has had all the
claims against the estate, except mine, and one at
New York he could not And. assigned m> himself
for 20 per cent., which was aU the estate
paid, as he
has rebeatrdly stated
ldeclined the generous ofer,
and alter years of delay, finding that no better settlement could be effected, directed mr
attorney to cite
the administratrix into Court, and give Strout due
notice thereof. It was then, anti not until then, that
Strout, like a *kil\ful aeneral, suddenly changed his
tactics. He requested that nothing farther be done

for the present, but to “see Chase and ascertain the
very lowest he will take," which
was *nece or
nothing.’' The money was forthcoming to the tune
of 100 per ceut.
The problem I wish to solve is. how
much did the estate fairly pay ? How much did all
the claims against the estate
(except mine and th«
one at New York he “could not
Jlnd) cost him( Strout)
in the aggregate? and how much the administratrix
gotf She says that Strout told her he ha given her
ALL HI COI7LD AZFORD TO, A VAST
15DKVIKITI
bom.
I fiiuud the claim at New York, an
old, eatabHalted and hlzhlv reapectable houae. I al«o found
that previon* to hi« aettlluz mv claim, he
fSiroatlhad
been In communication with that very holme and
had offered them the .tereotyped edition of JO
per
cent, which thee refused. I ailrUed them to "»tir
him up" forthwith. Out of qnile "a batch" of Iona
winded yarn* from Stront in reply, I here
quote only from that under date of March 81. 1M2. "Th#
dividend upon the claim, azainvt the eatate of Joha
Round* i*S) per cent
The dividend* have all been
paid ont except your*, a lonz time alnce, and 1 had
RbuUi y

the 12th
Vicksburg
levee,aud the entire party

elaiifi

hMLS

1

D T. CHASE.
for all the heir* at law of the late Joha
Konnda. and aaaiznee of the claim at New York ha
(Strouti "could not And. or had forzotten about."
which claim remain, unsettled.
N. B. Extract from the Probate Record*—riaima
allowed againat the eatate *4,781 42; aaaeta *4.833 81.
febj-i S T&Thtd
Attorn

More Fire Proof than any

Defences Around Mobile.
Rumored Capture of the Negro
tion.

Expedi-

New Yoke, March 18.
A Itilton Head letter, dated night of the
13th, states that Lieut. Rushley and nine men,
three of the latter belonging to the 9th Maine
Regiment, and the rest to the engineer regiment, were captured by a squad ol rebels, who
crossed the river and found our pickets asleep
and without a musket loaded.
Three deserters from Mobile report their
number 7000, under Huckner.
They have
three wooden gunboats and a ram. Rwo new
rams have just been completed, and a 50 gun
frigate is being built at Selma, to be floated
down the river on hogsheads.
Two more
rams were to be completed in a few weeks.
The channel in Mobile bay is blocked by
sunken vessels, but no torpedoes had been
sunk. Two or three forts had been iron-clad.
A rumor is brought by the steamer Union
that the negro expedition into Florida and
Georgia had been captured. It was commanded by Cols. Higglnson and Montgomery.
The Slavery Question in Missouri.
Jeffeksox City, March 18.
A bill passed tbe Senate to-day prov
iding
for calling a new State Convention to take into
consideration the gradual emancipation of
slavery in Missouri. Mr. Kitchy’s opposed
amendments to the Constitution
regarding
slavery were taken up. Several amendments
were discussed, and Mr. Ritchy’s was
finally

adopted.

Pennsylvania Union Convention.

Hakkisbvro,

March 18.
The Union Slate Committee have called a
State Convention, to lie held at Pittsburg July
5th, to nominate eandidales for Governor and
Judge of Supreme Court. The committee
also passed a resolution recommending the organization of a Union party in each legislative

district.

ers

are

Ex-Chiel Justice Tenney, Attlorney

Drummoud,

THE HI ARE AND PATENT,

Company.

Bcbbt, Treaa
ANSON HARDY, Agent.
Warehoaae, 33 School Street, Boatoa.

Maas Meeting at Toledo, Ohio.
ToLgtw, March 18.
An'lmmense inass meeting was held here
to
to-day respoud to resolutions from Ohio soldiers in Kentucky and Tennessee. <'ol. Hawkins of Tennessee, George C. Bates of Chicago,
J. M. Ashley and others addressed the meet-

II. L.

Toronto, March 18.
The Suncal Court House and Music House
totally destroyed by tire to-day. Other
buildiugs were damaged. Mostly insured.

were

New York. March 18.
Cotton—dull, irregular ami decidedly lower; sales
800 bales at 77 ,g 80c tor middling uplands.
Flour—M»t«- ami Western dull aud 5c lower; Superfine State 6 75 <*£ 6 90; Extra do 7 06 £ 7 10;

Hoop

Ohio 7 40 % 7 60;

Superfine Western 6 80 .0, 6 90;
common to good Extra Western 7 u6 a 7 80; Southern 5c lower; Mixed to good 7 40 g 7 60; Faucy and
Extra 7 70 (g 10 00; Canada 6c lower; Common 7 06
& 7 20; Extra 7 26 g 9 00.

Wheat—very

dull aud nominally unchanged; Winter Ked Western 1 76 delivered.
Corn—lc lower; Mixed Western sound 90 A 100;
do unsound 88 <0, 89; White 98.
Oats—firm; sales moderate; Jersey 77 g 79; Northern aud Western 82 a 84.

Beef—dull.
Pork—dull, heavy and lower; Mess 14 12] $ 14 26
for old, 16 25 <g 16 50 for new; Prime Mess 16 00

18 00.

Sugars—dull; New Orleans 12] @ 184; Muscovado
10J a, 11; Porto Kieo 11} g 12].
Cutfee—dull aud

23

heavy

;

sales

Jamaica in boud at

Molasses—in fhir demand; New Orleans barrels and
half barrels 48 g 65; Musco* ada 46
cotton
Freights to Liverpool—rather more
nominal; flour ls9d; grain 6]<g 6]d in bulk aud
shins* bags.
Wool—quiet and firm

one

j ]

Late Agent qf U. S
i under

t

Patent OMce, Washington,

ie

Acto/lMfi.)

75 State Street, oppoaite Kilby

Street,

B OSTON.

AFTER

Spring Style
At

»1I>*

TO

fob21—4w it cd

fit

Sierra Moreaa itlolasaes.
SS08-. I Sierra Korea. KaluMe-a.tr
23 fierce*, j
landing from Brig 4,C. B Ai—• to peri or
cargo for retailing— I. ramie be
1

professional

library

beyond

taining patents.
All necessity ol aiourney to Washington, to procure a patent, and the usual great
delay there, arc
here saved inventors.

as one

Krai Estate OMee—Lime Street.

Silk Hats!

br the Cunlorm.tMir

NOTICE.
Persons having d mands against the Fire DoALL
reuuested
part incut,
to
preseut the
the
subsoriber

M\

Beef and Seed.

200
At" ""-e

proval

moM d8w

are
on or

Repacked Western BEEF,
Ness Herds liru SEED.
W 11 -HAW fc
SON.
136 Commercial 9tres4,

1 «M Bushel.

rDr“cl;,°T.br
mchlledSw

kl,

umm.rdal it.

Bo* Sugar.

9J17

Ait# I

a

New,

1
Clayed
IIS1 •
UtDS
r**«**. I ^opertor
Barque "H B

BEST COMEDIANS

Malanias,

Admission 95 Cents.

FOUR

ASSOCIATION

-fW

Also, 7

eases

***&>
meiio-aw

For* St.

1S3

-IEdf

Virginia Tobicoo
««*> H. STARK,
No. 10 Excuaagu 81.

Mill* Flour.

160 Bbls. Arcade
••
60
Chic*.-aw

on

**

66
80

Friday Evening, March 9*th.

••
••

Augusta
Union

**

feet

••
••

Piue

IJO.niiO
Shipping
S6.0M)
.Spruce Plank.
Cheap Fine Boards.
f£!*25«
W'.WW
Pine (

CF“Muaic by Chandler', Band.
Ticket*—Oue Dollar each for ,be Confer. EreaIng Ueketa—Uentlemeu, 60 cents; gentleman and
lady 76 eeute.

**

Board*.

iapboards—planod.

.*0.000 --pruee Clapboard,.

100,(MO Extra Cedar Shingles.

■y

M A.
d A

Blanchard.
Xa»h.
Wm. E. Smith,
Dr. Newton.
J W MaoaSold.
P D. Cumming,,
X. A. Foeter.

»»d Canada

At Wholesale !
BUSHELS Extra Mealing Coni.
400 Bb,» Stone

Commencing Wednesday Evening, March 111 A, and

GKO

ilth^lff

Portland. Dee

F. FOSTEB,
°f U°'°°

FOR SALE & TO LET.

——

nFC) LET.

A

No

For Sale by the Subscriber.
JBOXEi T D Tobacco Pipes—3 mm Boxm.

LEVEES,

"

Portland Plnr.

lO.,«CTVrlLUAM **

Por,l.,d,Dec

AT HECSAVICS’ KALI.

Ticket, may be had of
T. P. Cumming,,
U. R Daria.
J. V. King.
ti. C. French,
T. P BeaU.
J. B. Curtla,
J. J. Gilbert,
inch 13

■OEUfeOM.

T,J^i^8J/rt/rVfDS .of WMt*rn

a_

SERIES OF

will continue

Walksr,"

by

Berth Uraw Seed.
Mgtra qaaHly Herd. Grass Seed
4.00BeC8H.ELSInquire
of J. I’L KINGTON,
**£“■«

Social Levees.
SPIRITUAL

aud for sale
“■ 1
No. i

Flour, Flour.

Doom open nt«, o'eoek,.To eommenee nt
7J.
HARRT HAPUOOD. Agent.
w
March 14.—7t

HOLD A

landing

now

_mcht»-*wed_

in the Profession.

Ho I usee, ear go
Irons

■

mchlO Ised3w

"Vocalists

WILL

Irom

nolaiwn.

And the

TUB

Harana Sugar,
brig Hattie Eaton "ter
H. I. K0BIX90N,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

landing

*lr.e isedSw
mclilO

The

Best

BOXES tnperior quality

sow

“ *

SPECIAL MEETING of thP Auoclatlon will

bn held nt tboir Room, Wednesday Evening,
March lilh, 1863, at 8 o'clock prccleelr.
Member, are particularly requeated to bo preaent,
aa buatnc-a of graat importance will come before the

meeting.

order.
mchl8 lw

GEO. H SHARPEN.
Kecordlug Secretary.

Qc«aTto»:—Is the management of onr public
schoola such as toproraote the best interests of tboea
who attend them?
Committee.
F. M. CARSLEY. Sec’y.

~W A NTS.... L 0 STr
SITUATION

A given.

Wanted.
Housekeeper.

Good

as

Apply

at

32 Franklin Street.

referenoe

mchl8dlw*

Board Wulci
Gentleman and his

Wife In

a

Ijo- I?

one lurge front ( lismhrr w44>
>—d. at
Wilmot street. Terms reasonable,

me(iIS lw

For Sale.
IN GORHAM,

Ufa

Bam Bnxto. Depot, a
Bam' with
are woodFor fartbar parties ara enquire of Cat. H D
near

nnd ooe-hnlf story Uosm nod
seres seres or land, lonr or wbieb

Uj"i

one

SI
land.

at Gorham Villas? or if
J E BAKER, 1U Fora Street.
Portland, March 17. 1963
dlw*

McLELLAN,
_

The next meeting of this Association for
Jk
mdtk Lncrmsa aid Debater will be held ThorsviJr da? evening March 19, at 7ft o’clock, in their
Library Hall.
The Public are invited

For order of
mch7

A

FOB SALE.
HOUSE N». 171 Cumberland Stmt,

M

Far Me la Weabrook,
AT Morrill's Corner.a new two-story boose,
containing n salt of rooms, bed-room, diningroom. n large pantry and cook-room ea tfis
sor; same number on the second, and fonr *ain the attic
Has a good celkar. with a
jshed rooms
large cistern—a garden and stable. The bouse In
conveniently arranged Ibr one or two fXmilieo, baaing water carried to the second story. Enquire of
NATH’L HA WKE3, on the premises.
molilS dtf

a

private Aunt-

For Me.

BOARDER, at this Ofloa.

(MB

LOST!

Found.
Saturday night, 7th inst., on Taker's Bridge, a
ROBE. The owner can have the same bv calling
on J.
P. SHATTUCK. easterly end ofTnkey’s
Bridge

THE Honse on the oornar of Proepeet
basement in lab•;<> Cnaco streeta-the
A good stand for a Mm-

jm S«rr£T

■HUB

Two Lots of
Spruce street.

—

ALIO—

Land, one on Spring and one at
Either would be exchange* Ibr a

good Dwelling House.
For particulars please apply at 137 Middle street.
Portland.
N. I MITCHELL
^

ON

rachlldlw*

bn-

tween Elm nnd Chestnut, now occupied by
Re*. W. R. Clark. 8Bid house is in good rois built of brick, nod contains thirteen room*,
puir,
lighted with gu Good cellar nnd furnace Title
clear.
For particulars enquire of THOMAS R.
JONES,
ef tbit city.
mehl4 dtf

Valuable Beal Estate Ibr Sale.
THE Tr.ree Story Dwelling Hoaae and Lei.
No. 27 York street—the lot containing about
13.000 feet of land; the hou«e well lstthsd

A

in go*#d order.
For sale on reasonable terms,
would be exchanged for a good modern b«Ut
house, in n good location.
For farther particulars inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
Lime Street, adjoining
* the Poet ORw.
fob* dtf

or

Warren’s

Improved Fire

-aid-

WATER-PROOF

FELT

COMPOSITIOX

-ajtd-

4>fflre to Let.

GRAVEL ROOFLVG.

ELIA8 HERSEY

ON

Agont,
Street*
—

Office, No* 6 Union

RBriUBXCES.
Wm. W. ThomM.
C K.ft L E. Frost,
8t. John Smith.
8. C. Chase A Co..
John B. Broom.
T ft J. B. Cummings,
A. k 8. E. Spring.
Cummings k Hr oca,
John Xumey,
T E Stuart.
William Moulton,
Geo Worcester.
J. B. Carroll.
Wm. C. Meant
mchl2 dSm

ROUTES'

3MISCH0ICE OF

second floor. Middle Street, centrally situated
nnd essy of access. Apply nt No. M Comma*,
cial Street.
febM tf

CHICAGO, CLEAVELASD, CIXCIXXATI, ST.
PAUL, QUIXCT. ST. LOUIS, IXDIASAPOLIS, MIL IVAUKIE.G ALEXA, LA CROSSE,
GRKEX BA Y, LOUISVILLE.OSHKOSH,

To fee Lot*
in tlx* second

ON

to

Vdore

same

the 26th iust.,
H C. BARNES,

for ap-

Chkf Engineer

-TIA

Beligfontaine I

provided

TO LET.

To Lef.
commodious Chamber in
of the
TUX
brick block,
Milk
uer

new

Street*, directly
Enquire at offlee or

8©pt. It, 1883.

with

Splendid Sleeping

wait

through

to

anr
as

Rate# of fare

point delow as by

Agency,

LITTLE. Agent.
tickets
by

money

at
securing
mchll iseod6w k w49

TU18

such tustitutions
also
department for Children.
Forterma. he., application mar be made to th«
Principal, at 717 Camborlaud street, after March 7th
edSw eodtw*
Portland, Feb. '.4,15HS.
to in
be a

Bourbon Tonic Elixir!
Dyspepeta and Imhgeatlcm

jpOK
mcb4 Smeodis

Notice.

.ubecriber, late t.ardeoer for Hoa. J. •
THE
Brown, would notify bb friends and the publia
that he

Casco Street Seminary.
Institution for the instruction of yonng la*
dies and misses, will be
reopened on" Monday.
March 30ctt. under the charge of the former rrlocipal, Mise II. Hayies.
The course of study arill embrace all the branches
attended
UEJtal.y
There will

Lime and
Kent ol.

Louie I.mte.

Offer—81 Exchange Street, (up stairs).

this office.

of

St.

Ureal Western Ticket

save

northerly eee-

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 17 Exchange St.

tiardfner’t
Lake

Thbodoh TtCEEra may be secured at lowest Bou-

W. D.

the

orner

(being the market.

found at KL.VWOOD XCMSTUIT.
, Corner, where he will be law fa
them. He will attend to jobbing in garaasM
green-hoaeee and grapertee. at reaeonable rate#.
Order, left at Wm Sparrow’s Seed store.on Cnioa
Street, In Portland, or at Elmwood Xuraery, will
bo promptly answered
may be

■t

Woodford
on

JOHN BELL.

ton rates, at the

iy You may

DOLE.

fFtllK Third Floor, earner of Mlddl# and Tam pi
1 ,tr*eu. Inquir, at U Stat, Street.
JanlO

RAILWAY,

These Line. Ere alt
Care
Baggage checked
sired
Connections sure.
any other Routes.

A. T.

Cooper’s Shop to Lot.
Commercial Street, head of Hobeoa'a Wharf
Inquir, of J. H. HAM LEX,
uttoe oa Hobeoa’a Wharf.
••Pftf

THE-

The Great Wester* Railway, or the
Shore k Mifhioas Soft her# K R,
Or the

Store M
Poeeeeeioa

over

building.

of

Jnnltf

WEST AXD SOUTH WEST,
ERIK

story,

Middle ctroet—Mitchell',
CHAMBERS

giren immediately. Inquire

AHD ALL FOIST* AT THE

TKRTIXOSIiLI.
Mr.

W)H* D LORD.
So 1, Union Wharf.

a., ...
inchI2
d3. •

aud

at my disposal one of the most desirabla
Houses iu the West End of the City, considering
location, neighborhood and other advantages For
JOHN C. PROCTOR.
particulars enquire of
March 4—8w.

MAUltlS', oppotite th« roatoSc*.

In

Varied & Pleasing Entertainment.

Westbrook, March 10, 1M3.

Washington.

"I

»ANAACO.

‘{•)*{

and 91.1,

extensive

practice of upward* of twenty yeais,continue* to secure Pateuts in the United state*; also iu Great Britain. France, and other
foreign countries. Caveats, {Specification*. Bonds,
Afeignmcuts.aud all Papers or Drawiug* for Pateuts,
executed on liberal terms, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign works, to
determine the validity or utility of Pateuts or Invention*—and legal or other advice rendered in ail matter# touching the same. Copies of the claims of
any
Pateut furnished bv remitting One Dollar. Assignments recorded at
The Agency »« not .>ulv the largest in New England, but through it iuventors have advantag s for
securing Pateuts. of ascertaining the patentability ol
iuventiou*. unsurpassed by. if not hntneasurablv superior to. any which cau be oik red them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
and oau
prove, that at no other office of tha kind
are the charges for
services so moderate
The immense practice of the subscriber during twenty rears past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of specifications and official decisions relative to pateuts.
These, besides bis extensive
of legal and
mechanical works.and full accounts or patents granted in the United States and Europe, reude him able,
question, to offer superior facilities for oban

year certificates. 994

RJ^ADYl

Friday & Saturday Evenings,
March 90th

Foreign Patents. A

Ihave

ALL

Germany, on

LADIES’ SATCHEL, containing an Ambrotrpe and Melaniotvpe. which are of no value
except to the wner. as neither can be reproduced.
The flnder shall be suitably rewarded by leaving
the same at WOODMAN. Tftl’E k CO.'* Store. M
k M Middle Street.
mchl8 lw

of the most capable anti
regard
Eddy
successful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse.’*
CHARLES MASON.
Commissioner of Patents.
Stock Market.
"I have no limitation in assuriug inventors that
Nkw York, March 18.
cannot
a
employ
person mors competent and
Second board.—Stocks shade tinner, but without | they
| trustworthy, sud more capable of puttiug their apactivity.
iu a form to secure fur them au early and
i
plicationChicago fit Rock Island,. 784
favorable consideration at the Pateut office.**
Pittsburg, Fort Wayne aud Chicago.64]
EDMUND BURKE.
Norwich fit Worcester,. 821
Late Commissioner of Patents.
Milwaukie fit Prarie De Chieu.
39
"Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN apCleveland fit Toledo,. 971
on
all
but
on* of which pateuts have been
Cleveland fit Pittsburg.
70J plications,
grauted, and that is how pending. Such unmistakMichigan Southern,. 001
able
of
and ability on his part
talent
proof
great
Harlem. 88
leads me to rectunraeud all inventors to apply to niin
Harlem preferred.. 84]
to
a*
their
procure
Cumberland preterred,. 19
pateuts. they may be sure ot havPacific Mail. 1924
ing the most faithful atteutiou bestowed on their
at
and
cases,
New York Central.1161
very reasonable charges
JOHN TAGGART.
United States 6 s 1874 registered,. 90
United State# 6’s 1881 counous,.104;
During eight months, the subscriber, in course of
United States 6*s 1881 registered.101
hi# large practice, made on twice rejected applicaHudson,. .lflo
tion*. SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONEol which
American Hold,.184
wa* decided in his favor, oy the Commissioner of
California 7’s,..133
PrteutaK. 11. EDDY.
Missouri 6*i,. 62
JauHeodly
United States 6’s

Scotland and

aod8w

R. II. EDDY,
SOLICITOr. OF PATEHTS,

steady;

Treasury 7 8-10ths.106}

Ireland,

Portland,

AGENT FOR MAINE.

ftbao

BBL8 pl****ud Extra BEEF.

ROMSEYS MINSTRELS!!

Will have the honor of making tholr first
appearance
•luce their return from au extended tour of
Kurland,

FIR
ly. Address
mchlft dtf

DAVIS,

S3 ExrhanRe Street

ing-

Kouud

BEEP.

150

IOLA»»ES~

a

American and

choice 7 15 g 7 40:
choice 7 60 g 9 U0;

FISH HOOKS.

,0P®rior retailing Molusw,
220
!I4?S
e2,Tf
AAvr jnst
landed
from Brig Ionic, nnd lor sain
bl,M
.^HKMEir.nEfCHEHtc",
March 14,1963.
d*w3w
139

MANUFACTURED bt

Tremont Safe and Machine

land.

.<u

h

THE WORLD RENOWNED

!H. C. X. Association.

In care and manner of
patting
together and filling!
Can be made to any size!
A re Drv !
Cannot be blown open!

and Mr. Gilman of the

Portland Press.

HA L L

FOR TWO NIGHTS ONL T

OTHER SAFE.
BECAUSE—The contents an
protected at every point, with a
non conducting substance!
Have more Fire-Proof Filling!
Are more evenly filled !
The walls are thicker!
Built of thicker wrought iron!
Are unequalled in Material of
which they are built!

Line.
D2‘
Hernuf, Mackerel aud Purree

■V

ISO

tactile lmia

v

on

Great Union Meeting at Skowhegay.
Skowhegan, March 18.
Immense and enthusiastic Union meetings
are being held here this afternoon.
Two
large churches are tilled by the people, and the
is
still
on."
the
speaking
going
Among
speak-

C m

Per

Capture af Yazoo City Disputed.
Cairo, March 18.
Advices from Young's Point to the 13th, rethe
of
Yazoo
port
capture
City premature.
The report of the capture of rebel transports is disputed.

General

COD LIMES AMD METS*
end Cotton LIKES
40(1 DOZEK Hemp
*»<= ,rel
#d

close of the Entertainment each evening

been added to Bryant. Stratton k
Chain of Commercial Colleges, establish-

York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Albany,
Troy, Buffalo, Cleaveland'. Detroit. Chicago. 8t. Louis, Providence, and Torouto, C. W.
The object of these Colleges is to impart to
Young
Men and Ladles thorough aud practical instruction
in HOOK-KEEPING, COMMERCIAL LAW.i'OMMERCIA L A R IT/I ME TIC.S PENCE RI AN BUSINESS, PENMANSHIP, CORRESPONDENCE,
fC., and to tit them for any department of business
they maj choose. Scholarships issued in Portland
will entitle the student to complete his course in any
College of the chain, and vies rersa, a ithout additional charge The College is open Day and Evening
R M WORTHINGTON. Resident
Principal
For further information please call at the College,
or send for
catalogue aud circular, inclosing letter
stamp. Address

<rf®

cod hooks.
iAV/V/O
onn obo39
400 Grow Mackerel Hook*

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday * Satar.
day Evenings, March 18, I*, 30* 31.

Just

L. Thomas, Aijjt. Gen.

captured.

3000 lrr»nkViJ?JJEB,0<>1'’

Gift * Promenade Entertainment*

IN-

A

Reported Attack and Repulse
|at Port Hudson.

(Signed)

SALT.

AdmMon to thia double Gift Entertainment—Gen.
tiemen, 25 cents; Ladies, oulv 15 cents.
For particulars see hills of'the day.
JOHN GKAFFAM. Business
Manager,
*
mehlgat

-LOCATED

MERCHANDISE^

&

Social Dance !

Nkw Yokk, March 18.

mch6 dBm

of their (.rand

At the

8heUe.

"ttiMfiasr**•>

Sale* promptly made and settled.

8000 Ubd*. Turk’, l.I.ud and Trapani.

MEW

Klore Fighting

CWer Ocean Insurance Office.

W,^tend

from k to It o'clock.

New York Market.

Reg-

Vai-ou-ske-na-ti-zlo!

AT LANCASTER HALL,

8 HAWS,
136 Middle Street,

AGAIN I

Glass Worker* and Glass Spinner*,

JUST RECEIVED AT

a

appraiser
Exchanie Street,

*»

From Barnum’s Museum. New Tork, will give Four

.HATS and CAPS

]

YOU

-or—

No Movement to be Made at Present.

HEAD.

of Members of tbe 9th Maine
iment.

WITH

d&w39

SPUING

Commission Merchant,

auctioneer

secured at

CP* Music by Hey wood’s ttuadrllle Baud, of Boa-

Fire

on

EDWARD HI. PATTEM,

the Box Office from 10
o'clock, A. M. till 8 o’clock, P. M

The

SALES.

precise)r.

TINTON TROUPE

Esehaage St., (up stairs).
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

81

Chablsb

years of age, absconded yesterday with $10,000 in gold handed him to deliver iu Wall

celebrated Ravel Troupe.—Thursday Evening,
March 1», the Fairy Pantomime of the GOLDEN
BUG: A. H Hernandez at Tr*,y—The French Dancing Master by the great Hernandez, in which aet be
cannot bo surpassed by any living performer.—To
conclude with the FOCK LOVERS
PRICES OF ADMI8SION—Parqnette 80 cents;
Gallery as cents. Doors open at #}—Performanoe to

ton.

was

New Yoke. March 18.
A clerk of Western, Dortle 4 Co, ltf or 17

BILL unsurpassed f0r Norelty sod Fun.—ftrneA Jit
aj' A. V Hernandez! Last Night but two ot

r. M. for the South and West.
Business men and ail travellers (Ladies
especially)
will Hud it a great advantage to secure their Tickets
at this Agency.

OFFICE

Hall.

the

commoDcfl at
Tickets can tx>

Erecting Batteries at Gal-

Some rebels from
came over to cut the

The Pirate Florida Again.

Deering

veston.

Supplies for the Destitute in Ireland.

TICKETS

AUCTION

MB J. C. MVER8.LESSEE.

Travellers may

Feb.

Fortress Monroe, March 18.
There was lighting on the Blackwater yesNo
terday.
particulars have been received.
The rebels attacked Xewbera last Friday,

Blockade Runner.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Philadelphia.Bald mare ar Waahlagtaa.

Ootton Laden Vessel.

Washington, March 18.
Acting Rear Admiral Barclay, commanding
the eastern Gulf blockading squadron, under
dale of Key West, March lOih, informs the
Navy Department of the arrival there of the
steamer Huntsville, from a short cruise between Havana and the
Tortugas. Also the

Meeting

TllltOC.Cll

**

Daily Press.

Brilliant Charge

MISCELLANEOUS.

Sustained.

North,

as well as give their force and aid to the rebels ; that nothing should be permitted to binder the government from establishing its au-

eveniug,

Portland

THE

contended that the Admin-

the life of the nation

the very liberal and com teous
have extended to him and the company under

hit management, now performing at Deering
Hall, and desires to announce that there will
be presented this evening, for the first time,
the beautiful trick and fairy Pantomime, entitled “The Golden Egg,” which has been in

of the

istration should be unconditionally supported;
that black men should be allowed to
fight for

with the

TO

deHiftitt to

her conclusive arguments, her keen satire and1 her vivid and convincing illustrations. Her style is elevated,

footed

I JIT TELEGRAPH.

FROM WASHINGTON.

.^rr»j*r«d bT

>71 Congress Street

mohlOdlm
w ill he Rewarded.
nddraaaing V. Box 2188. Portland. Me., infer*
mar ion can V* had how on* or two respectable
young men can meat with good employment, end. If
•nitable. a pormrnent aiiuat on in a commteaioa

Indaairy

BY

b u>i

me hi

ne—_
TOWN

lwd©

AND

Corporation Bonds,
WITH

COUPONS,

Town Notes and
AND ALL

OTHKR KIND

Orders,
OF

PRINTINGS,
Neatly

and

Promptly

E located

—AT TIK*

Presa Offlee.

and I worked together and lodged In the

POETRY.

same

room.”

~

I

THE MARKETS.

“Oh! heaven forgive me!” exclaimed tha

Under the Moon.
A laugh is on her opened lips,
Through countless graces she inclines;
Like Iiiiies bent on summer winds.
She swings, and sways, and deftly dip*.
Athwart the din of flashing feet
On frosty steel, that hums and ring*.
Their breath condensed to fairy wing**
With low Balaam the lover* meet.
And on by cove and cape she passes;
Ah! in that tinkling, smiting rain
Of footfalls on the argent plain.
Hear I the cliuk of wedding glasses?

MISCELLANY.
NATURAL AFFECTION.
A STORY

OF

DR.

FRANKLIN,

Idea of Dr. Franklin’s, Uf not

It was an
settled opinion, that

a

a mother might, by a sort
of instinctive natural affection, recognise her
children, even though slie had lost the recol
lection of their lenttires, and on a visit 'to his
native town of Boston, he determined to ascertain by experiment whether his theory was

correct

or

not.

Weak and ehillv day in the month of
January, the Doctor, late In the afternoon,
knocked on Uie door ol his mother's house,
And asked to speak with Mrs. Franklin.
He
.found the old lady knitting before the parlor
Are. He introduced himself, and, observing
that he understood she entertained travelers,
requested lodgings lor the night.
She eyed him with that cold look of disapprobation which most jieople us.uuie who imagine themselves insulted by being supposed
to exercise an employment which they deem
a degree below their real occupation in Hie.
She assured him lie had been misinformed—
she did uol keep a tavern, nor did sbe keep a
house to entertain strangers.
It was true,
site added, that to oblige some members of
the Legislature, siie took a small number of
them iulo her family during the. sessiou ; that
she had four members ol the Couucil and six
of the House ol' Representatives, who theu
boarded with her, aud that all her beds were
full.
Having said this she resumed her knitting
With that intense application which said, as
forcibly as she could, it' you have concluded
your business, the sooner yon leave the better.
But on tbe Doctor's wrapping his cloak about
him, affecting to shiver, and observing that
the weather was very cold, she pointed to a
Chair, and gave him leave to warm himself.
Tbe entrauce of iroarders prevented ail further conversation. Coffee was served, and he
partook with the family. To tlie coffee, according to tlie good old custom of tie times
succeeded a plate of pippins, pipes, and a paper oi tobacco, when the whole company
formed a cheerful seini-clrcle before the tire.
On

a

Perhaps
in

no
a

mail

more

rjwers
ranklin,and

possessed colloquial
fascinating degree than Dr.
ever

there an occasion
oo which he displayed them to better advanHe drew the attage than ou the present.
tention of the company by the solidity of his
modest remarks, instructing them by the varied, new and striking lights in which he placed liis subjects, and delighted them with apt
illustration and amusing anecdotes.
Thus employed the hours passed merrily
Mis.
along until supper was announced,
Franklin, busied with her household affairs,
supposed the intruding stranger had lell the
house immeiliateiv alter tlie coffee, and it was
wild dislike she saw him seal himself at the
table with the freedom of a member of the
never

was

chair.

Every word

in his touching recital went
home to the heart of Mrs. Franklin, who could
not fail to perceive that it was a true narrative of the events of the preceding night in
her own house; and while she endeavored to
escape from the self reproach that she had
acted the part of an mifeeling mother, she
could not easily resist the conviction that the
stranger, who became more and more interesting to her as he proceeded in his discourse,
was indeed her own son.
But when she observed the tender expressiveness of his eyes,
as he feelingly recapitulated the circumstances
under which she attempted to turn him shelterless into the street, her maternal conviction
overcame ail doubt, and she threw hersell into his arms exclaiming, “It must be—it must
be my dear Ben 1”

International

Steamship

EASTPORT, CALAIS

Co.

* ST. JOHN.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Thursday. March the
19th,the Steamer Forest City,
Capt. J. J. t.iscomb, will, until further notice, leave Rail load Wharf, loot ol Mate St.,
every Thursday,at 6 o'clock I*. M.. tor Eastport aud
lSWsi >

St. Johu—connecting at St John with Steamer Kmperor f r Windsor aud Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Returning, will leave St. John every Monday, at 8
o’clock A. M., tor Eastport. Port land and Boston.

J»ch6__C.

—

C. EATON, Agent.

Portland and Bom Ion Line.
THE STEAMERS

Forest

City, Lewiston

and Montreal

Will, until further notice, ran as
follows:
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
ever> Monuat,
Weduesda), l liursdav and
Frida). at 7 o clock P. M and India Whart, Bostou,
evert Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, t 6 o'clock P. M.
Fare in Cabiu.9150
on l>ock. 1.26
Freight taken as usual.
The < orapauy an* uot responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 960 in value, and that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every 9500 additional value.
Feb. 18,
L BILLINGS. Agent.
V-tBs

Tuesday,

1868-_dtf

Portland and New York Strainers.
SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

The splendid and fait Steamships
m
“CHESAPEAKE/' Capt. Willett,
<- Tiliryyand
‘PARKERSBURG,” Captain
?TfffWIWl HorwiAK, will, until further uotice,

run a* loiiows:

Ideate Browns Wharf, Portland, everv WEDNESDAY. and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, everv WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o'clock. P.*M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations

Einient*,

for passengers, making this the most
speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage 96,00, including Fare aud State
Rotrnis.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport aud St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer* a*early as 8 F. M
on the day that tbep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KMh-KY A FOX. Brown** Wharf, Portland.
H. B CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6. 18 J2.
dtf

rights.
During

a discourse so appropriately interesting to the delighted company, no wonder
the clock struck nil perceived by them. Nor
was it a wonder that the patience of Mrs.
Franklin became entirely exhausted. She now
entered the room and addressed the Doctor before the whole company with warmth, glow-

determination to be her own proShe told him plainly, that she
thought herself imposed on, but that she had
friends who would defend her, and insisted that
he should immediately leave tlie house.
The Doctor made a slight apology and delilierately put on hi* coat and hat; took leave
of the company, and approached the street
door, attended by the mistress and lighted by
a

“.6<J y 65
Baleing.25 a 35
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Lehigh.
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Java ft lb.40
St. Domingo.80
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BLACKSTONE BOISE,

the maid.
While tlie Doctor and companions had been
enjoying themselves within, a most tremendous
storm of wind and rain had occurred, and 110

118 Hxmover Street.Bostou,
Formerly Mansion House—*conducted on
the
European plan. The subscriber has
e above House, aud newly furnished it
ut.
1 he House i* now open to the public.
A. P. MORRISON, proprietor.

had the maid lifted tlie latch than a
roaring northeaster forced open the door, extinguished the light, and almost filled tlie entry
with drifted snow and hail. As soon as the
caudle was relighted, the Doctor east a woful
look toward the door and thus addressed his
mother:
“My dear madam, can you turn me out in
this slortn? I am a stranger in this town and
shall perish in the street. You look likeachar
liable lady—I should not think that you eould
turn a dog from vour house this cold, storm v
sooner

“ELM

HOUSE.”

THE undersigned respectfully Inform* the
public that he has leased the above House,
on Federal Street, Portland,
id invites
the travelling commuuity
he knows‘ how to keep

call and toe it
a hotei.”
Clean,
airy room*, good beds, a well-provided t »ble, attentive servants and moderate charge* are the inducement* he holds out to thoae whose busiuet-s or
pleasure call them to the “Forest City."
to

j

Jonathan bliss, proprietor.
Portland, Aug. 19.1802.
dtt

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

Marble Chimney Piece*, Monumental Work aad
Grin ditones.

PORTLAND, ME.
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DR.

This celebrated Female Medicine,
virtues unknown ot anykind, and proving
effectual aft* all others have
is designed for both married and single ladies, and is the very best thing
knowu for the purpose, as it will
bring on the monthly sickness in cases
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all..other remedies of the kind
have bee., tried in vain.
OVER 2000 BO FILES have now

fossessing
bine else of the

been sold

without

a

singlefailure,
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EXCHANGE STREET,

Portland. Aug. 8, 1SS8.
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I. D. HERItlLL Sc CO.,

PLUMBERS,
No. 27 Union
Street, Portland, Me.

Water Clneete. Vrinale. Force and Suction
Punepe,
Bath Boilere, Waeh Bowl*. Silver Plated » Prate
Cock*, of all kind* eeeutantlg on hand,

Alt kind, or datarea for hot and ootd water
aat up In tbe beat manner.
All order* in city or country personally attended to
l.D. VIRRILL.
JOHN BOND. B. D. MERRILL
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Currants,
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Pressed
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principle, thoroughly made,
matrriale, aud are perfectly accuraleand
operation.
in

For*ale,in every variety,aa
Coni nnd Railroad Scale* I
CON-

SCALES!

Beams, W eights, &c.,&c.
With s complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS,

wonder-

operations, patting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. S.
Hexsok, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,

correct

BUTCHERS', GROCERS'. DRUGGISTS’.
FECTIONERS’ aud GOLD

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,

ful in its

Now Kleme.lfleo- 22
Lemons, p box 84 j a

..

Hay,

Poor Rirharcl's Eye and Ear Water

...

Pern Nuts.

are more

tant to health aud comfort than the Eye and
Ear. and yet none are lesa understood or more neglected
They seem to pass even common observation,
and yet every part of the body is dependent op« n
them for life and health.

118 Milk STaarT

Sold In
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uaed la
of

tome

corner

of

BatterymarchStreot,
X’o« ton.

1’ortUnd by EMERY ft WATERHOUSE.

LAW

SCHOOL
—OF—

Harvard

College,1863.

Term* of nineteen week* each, commencing
March 2«i and hEFTiMBEK 7th.
For Catalogue and Circular addrena
*JOKL TAHKKK, Hoyail Professor.
$7 w8w
Cambridge, Ma** Jan. 29,1868.

TWO

ALBERT WEBB A CO,
DIA LEHR III

WE REFER TO
frw well known gentlemen and physicians who
hurt tried the Wine:
uea n laafia 9COI1.18A.
Dr. wuaoB.lltkat .NT.
Got M or ran NY State. Dr Ward. Newark. N.4.

a

Sataidaya;

Dr.J.K.ChiltoaJi.Y City. Dr. Dougherty, Newark.
Parker. N. T. Cttr
N J
Darcy* NtcbollJJew- Dr Mnrcj. Saw Teak.
ark.N. J.
Dr. Cumaaiiigi.Portiaad.
F>r Hiym Vtmrtnn

Dr
Dr*

genuine without Ike •( gesture of "ALD BI’EEK, Passaic, N. J.,’• Is over the eork of

each bottle

ETMAKE ONE TRIAL OF THIS WINE.
r or sale by Druggists and all llrst clam dealer*.
City and town Agents supplied by the State Com-

missioners.

_

A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Vixxtaup—Pursuit, Re» Jersey.
Ornca—*06 Broadway. New York.
—

ifirnit WILL BE FORFEITED BY DM. L.
tptJUU Dl X if failing to cure in lees time iW-v
any other physician, more effectually and permawith lees

restraint from occupation or fear of
nently.
all weather, with safe and pleasant medicines,
8KLF ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects aad consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND 8ITLATION8,
Incident lo Married aad Single Ladle*;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Aiectio s; Eruptions and all Disease* of
the Skin: Ufeeraeftbe Nom.lhmutaad Body-Ptmpie* on the Face; Swellings of the Joint*; Xerrousnea*; Constitutional and other Weaknesuus ia youth,
aad the more adraaced at all age*, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OK HARRIED.
exposure to

summer.

C. J. BRYDC1E8, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1.1802.
aAdtf

HUGHES7

DR. L. DIX 9
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,

Eclectic .Wediral Uflraurjr.

*1 Fsdkott street, Boston, Maaa.,

Krtabliakert for Ike treatment of tkoee ditto— in
se-rrs, mjntring Krptritnce, SHU, Honor mod

i* so arranged that patients never sm or bear eaeh
Reoolloct. tbs oxlt eatraae* to his OHa* a
"'her.
No. XL haring no connection with his residence,con-

Hughes ha*

sequently

for a number of years con lined hjs attention to
diseases of a certain class. During bis practice be
bas treated thousands of case*, and la no itwtnnoo
bas be met with a failure. The remedies are
mild,
aud there is no interruption of busiueM or
change of
diet. Dr Hughes I, in constant attendance from 8
In the morning until M> at sight, at his offioe. i Temple street. C harges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
tu all cases.
Separate room*, so that so one will bo
seen but the Dr. himself.
Ills remedies cure disease
when all other rented!** foil: cure* without dieting,
or restriction in the bal.it, of the
patient; cure* without the disgusting and sickening egret* of most other
remedies: cure, new case* In s few houre: cures without the dreadfol consequent effects of mercury, but
i» sure to annihilate the rank and | otsonous taint
that the bluod is sare to absorb, anless the
proper
remedy Is used. The ingredients are entire), vesetable. aud no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
can
be
caased
by asing thorn
locally,
kOUNU MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and diulneM la tbo
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing In the earn,
weak eye*, cte., terminating in consumption or laif neglectad. are speedily and permanently

MERRILL’S WHARF,

Caaamrrcial Slrrel,

Portland.
jail—dftwtfl

market has been flooded for rears with difter
eut article* called Hair Dvea. which have never
satisfied the expectation* of purchaser*. The mb
rtra riTRA ha* been reached at last in TODD’S
HAIR DYE. and the article ha* given entire satisfaction to every person who ha* used it. It contain*
no injuriou* ingredient*, and
give* the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Direction* fbr using
—which are very
each bottle.
Oue superiority of Todd’* Lux Soft* Uair Dve over
all other* i*. yon do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after n*fng the dve. and there i* bet
one kind to be used, and that can be put on the same
a* oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other dye* that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used This dye Is peculiarly
adapted fbr coloring ladle*' hair, because voa co not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. talike
allotherdves.it will color long hair, which other
dye* cannot do. Give this new article a trial, aa we
know you will u*e no other after once using this.
17* For sale only at

THE

simple—accompany

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
No.74 Middle,comer of E ichangc Street.
aeptlfltf

IDiptheria
nAN be prevented by curing • '•>Hvh*,Cnld*,H<"irteMM, and all Irritation* of the Throat ami Bronchial Peat*/#, with the Great German Remedy. Th*
II km FBI. I'KBVKJtTiVK. Clergymen, lawyer#', teachers. singers. and all who overtax the strength of the
vocal organs, and consequently suffer from irritation
and soreness of the throat, will find this medicine in
valuable. It not only re/ierea.but permanently caret*
Testimony of Dr. Pima,of London.
•'Dipt her ia is one of the most fatal diseases of modern times, and he who suggests means to
prerent it,

corner

Portland Shovel !Unnulactaring

quackery.

or to arrest it in it* course, and render it mild and
manageable, is truly a benefactor of his race. Medicine like this onght to be ia every family in the
couutry." For sale by
8. H. COLES WORTHY, 92 Exchange St
feb2f? ed2w eod3w
and elsewhere.

marine"

to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix. No.31
Mass.
Boston, Jan. 1, 1863.

Railway Chains anal Track Irons.

a

of the persons

uam-

Company, give
purposes of organization, will be held at the office of McCobb k Kiisgsbury, in said Portland, on Saturday, the fourteenth
Instant, at four o'clock P M
MOSES GOULD.
SAMUEL E SPRING,
mchd
JAMES T. McCOBB.
meeting

complaints

prepared

No. 31 Endicott Street, Boston.
All letter* requiring advice mast contain one dollar to ensure an answer.
Boston. Jan. 1. IM3
<Hyeo

Disftolution of Copartnership.
Copartnership heretofore existing under the
THE
Arm
of N. A. FOSTER A CO., ii thl* day
A.

Attend!
Gray Beards,
experience,

u«me

riiuolved by mutual eouveut. N.
Fostkh i, authorized to'collect oil due*, aud will pav ad debts of
N A. FOSTER,
thosaid Arm.

Company.

undersigned, majority
ed iu the Aot incorporating said
THE
for
notice, that its first

Portland. F'eb. 2, IMS.

xnd
hxre xt Ixrt found the

Twenty Yenre’

AFTER
experiment. I

OILMAN,

JOSEPH B. HALL.
Ibb 26

Book, Card & Fancy Printing

ly

treatment of all female
Hi* medicines are prepared with the express purpose- of removing all disease*, such as debility, weakness. unnatural
suppressions, tulargements of tbs
womb, also, alt discharges which flow from a morbid
state of the blood. The Doctor is now fullv
to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically. all di*en«e* of the female sex, and they am
respectfully invited to call at

he can supply the above articles on as favorable terms as can be’ obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL.
Sub-marine Engineer,
janl<» 'K2 dlawly•
Xsw IftfOth, Mass.

T.

Endicott street.Boston.

mo THE LA DIE*. The celebrated DR. L.
X DIX particularly invites all ladies who need a
Medical or Surgical adi iser, to call at his Rooms.No.
31 Endicott street. Boston, Mass
which they will
And arranged for their special accommodation.
Dr DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particalar branch of the treatment of alf diseases peculiar to females. It is now conceded by all (both in
this country and in Europe) that he excels all ether
known practitioners in the safe, speedy and effectual

to suit.
quantity
Mr C. feels confident

J

petjure

oxlt nxocLan ouAoraTX rurnciAXASTUKTISleo IX BOOTOX.

DR L DIX S
charges are very moderate Communications «a
credly confidential, and all mar rely oa him with the
strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all paiti of
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar

theTadies.

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attendance.
julldawtfS

eontradicMd.enepk

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTOR* AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor.knowing no other remedy, he relies upou Mercury, and
films it to all his patients in pills, drops. Ac., "so tho
Nostrum Maker, eqsaiiy ignorant, adds to his socalled Extracts, Specific, Antidote. Ac., both
relying
upon its effects in curing a few in a hundred, it fi
trumpeted in various ways throughout the land: bnt
alas? nothing is said of the balance: some of whoa
die, others grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for mouths or ysars, until relieved or cured, U
possible, by competent physicians
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some attack doctor* and nostrum makers.yet, regardless of the life and health of others, there are those
among them who will even perjure tlt*>mselvee, contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or that R
Is contained in their Nostrums, so that the “usual
foe“ may be obtained for professed It curing, or “thn
dollar” or “fractiou of ir* may be obtained for thn
Nostrum It is thn* that manv are deceived a!so.and
uselessly spend large amounts for experiment* with

DR.

N.

be

if not all. contain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief of it* “euring everyth! .g." but now known
to ••kill more than is cured.” and those not killed,

THE

DR HUGHES.
of Middle, Portland.

cannot

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE I
be not robbed aad add to your suferings la betag deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, miss
promises and preteusions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACK8,
who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases, and Lxea as to their cure
Some exhibit
forged diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which
never existed in nay part of I he world: others exhibit diplomas of the dead, bow obtained, at known;
not only assuming and advertising in names of those
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their imposttioa assume name* of other most celebrated physician* long slue* dead. Neither be deceived
by
QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through Ihlse certidcatea and references, aad recommendations of their medicines by Ike .lead. who cannot xpose or contradict them; or who, besides, to
further their imposition, eopv from Medical books
much that is written of the qualities and adbeia of
different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
to their Pills, Extracts. Specifies, fcc most of which,

Infirmary.

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

merit (and It

serration.

I

PartlaaM. Me.
undersigned has been appointed Agent for
the sale of Marine Railway and other Chains,
JeSStf
in the United State* and British Nortb America.manufactured by Hknky Wim»d k Co., of Liverpool,
Eclectic Medical
Great Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, aud warranted to tit. These chains are made of an iron peHUGHES particularly invite* all Ladieu who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No. ! culiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual teat,
•hows its average breaking strain to be 3tl tons per
6 Temple Street, which they will find .arranged for
inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good and retheir
especial accommodatiou.
liable chains will do well to examine thoee in actnal
I)r. tl.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalservice.
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
conntersunk hole* and the Bolts to match; also.
certain of producing relief in a short time.
Spikes of all kinds. Screw Bolt*. Lag Screws, and all
LADIES will fiud it invaluable in all cases of obkinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud may be taken
with perfect safety at all tiroes.
Sent To any part of the countrv with fhll directions,

boUlf

that tatem

any person hesitate applying at hi* oRe*.
DR DIX

SIXTEEN YEARS
sagagadln treatment of Special diseases, a Awl so
well known to mans Cirisens Publisher*. Merchant*.
Hotel Proprietor*, he that he is much recommended, aad particularly to
8TRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and recape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, store numerous in Boston than caber
large cities,
DR L. DIX
proudly refer* to Professor* sod reepeetable Physicians—many of whom eousult him in critical cases,
because of Ms acknowledged skill aad re pa tattoe, attained through so long experience, practice and ob-

DYE!

Ft_

fhmily iaSerruption. so

can

lb Tun

All correspondence strictly confidential and will •
returned If desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUSHES.
• N'o. 8 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

H A. I

no

Count

by Quacks, who will say or do any thing, erea
themselre*. to impose upon patients] that be

•snitjT

t^Send stamp fer Circular

_

JOHN 1.A rOT, Paris,
Agent for Prance and Germany.
Soldin Portland by H. H. HAY.Druggist.
Supplying Agent.
terB dly

November lit, 180, to May 1st, 180. the
X
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No Are wood will e conveyed beta ten October 1st,
18*3. and May 1st, 1 03.
An advance in tt e rates of Are wood will take
place
next summer, but in oonsequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood businee*. which
are about to be made, the
cnmpany will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any partie* make contracts fbr Are wood
to be carried o
the railway during the next teaaoa,
they must und refund that they willdo no at their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry It.
Due notice will be given of the rates of
freight, and
from what stations Are wood can be carried neat

_

by

Imparting

RAILWAY^

PRIVATE CONSULTATIONS -Dr.

and

complexion.

on Mondays and
Fridays.
KmrminKtU“

DR.

lloapitala,

SPEER'S WINE

returning opposite days.
Stage leave* Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfleld. on Wednesday* and Satur-

—

Corn, Flour and Grain,
HEAD OK

and American

the flrat ramiliea in Europe and America.
AS A TONIC

manufactured article, bat ia pare,
from the juice of the Portugal sambuci
(rape, califrated In New Jerser, recommended by chemists and
physicians ej pomcaaiag medical peopertiaa aupertor
to any other winca in use, and an excellent article Iter
all weak aad debilita ed persona, and the aged and
inttrm. improring the appetite, and beneflttimg Indian
and children.
A LADIES' WINE.
Because it will not intoxicate as other
winca, as It
contains no mixture of spirits or other lienors, and ia
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nitrifteu
a healthy lone to the
proportion.
digestive
organs, sad a blooming, toft and healthy skm and

On and after Nonpar. Mar 6.
ISO,
r,in• will leave Portland for Lewiston
and rarmuncton via Rrnnetvick, at 1 P N
m
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Rath and Portland. via Brunswick, nt 9.16 A. M
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11 4* A M
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.
st*ok oonncnon.
Stage leaves Strickland's Parry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton. Pern
and Dixfteld; returning
opposite days.
8la*e Icare# North Jay for Fast Dixfleld, Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Taeadays,
and

GRAHD TRUHX

European

“not a mixture or

•™»m »u>gnnr.

day*. returning

Europe

It' aa au equal, eanaing an appetite aad
building up
the ayetem, being entirely a pure trine nf a moat rat
nable (rape.
AS A DIURETIC,
It Impart* a healthy action of the Uianda,
Kidney*,
and Urinary Organa, tery benefleiai in
Dropay.Oont
and Rheumatic A flection*

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

andWT
Passenger,

aa a

Saalitiea

TODD’S LUX *0118

There celebrated Seale* are Mill made by the original inventors. |am> o»ly by thi-.m.) and are conatantiy receiving all Ibe improvementa which their
long experience and skill can suggest.

..

do.
do.

WIRE.
fur it. medicinal and benefleia
gentle Stimulant. Toniu, Diuretic, and
udorllc. highly eateemed by eminent uhyaMnaa,

attached

Thursdays

_■
8AMBUCI

celebrated in

Stages connect at Saccarappa dally forSonth Windham. Windham Centre and Great Falla.
A1 Gorham, for Weat Gorham, Standish,
Steep
Falls. Baldwin, Hiram, Limington, Brown6el(L
Kryeburg, Conway, Danmark, Xcveil, Bridgton,
fte fte.
At Buxton Centre, for Weat Rnxton.Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, fte., fte.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newiteld, Parsonsfleld. Effingham.1 reedom,
Madison, Eaton, limington, Cornish, Porter, fte.
■>ovia
dan Carpenter, gan't.

SCALES.

44

They

ij

M. and

Notice to Wood und Lumber Bierchants.

IT-

_Have
«bt mud

If

__

ESTABLISHMENT,

A. D. BEEVES,

fluted,

wbeu takeu as directed, ami without
the least injury to health in any case.
jyit is put up in bottles ot three
different strengths, with foil directions for using, aud sent by express,
to all |*art* of the country.

4 or..— 4 1A

AND

TAILORING

MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.

Sj

P^ROM

ARMY

Remedy

li

l-enve Portland for 8aeo River at 8.00 A M
and
"
2.00 and 6 16 P. M.
Tbe 2.00 P. M. train on*, and the 9.16 A M train
into Portland, will be freight train, with
uasaenner
ears

*

if

November 10,
leavem follow*, until farther
16 A.

ter

Perenn* and Invalid*

li

Aforue State Agent, H'aehington. D. C

oo21 tf

FOR FEMALES.

will

Street,

J. W. HATHAWAY,

The Great Indian

»

Portland,

Commonicatioa* to bo addreesed to

[Copyright secured.]

i

lor ihis route will take the can at the
Saco ft Portsmouth, or Kennebec ft Portland Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. Sup't.
Farmington May B, 1*IB
Jun.-S3.iif

AGE«€*

No. *75 F

dec 10 eodJt wf»m28

]_1

INTERNAL REVENUE
STAMPS,

TH01HP80R,

prepared to receive order* for

Soldiers' Relief Association.

Cagliari. 3j,«$3j
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
Gr’d Butter Salt. .24 ry
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
Starch.
night!”
HO
ad
vat.
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.
pc
Duty
“Don't talk of charily!” replied his mother,
Oranges—Messina. 4j^ Pearl.64€8
Philadelphia. Oet. 17, 18«2.
Raisins.
BATH HOTEL,
Potato.4 a 44
“charity begins at home. It is your own fault,
From Injuries received in my right eye, when a
Blue p cask.164® 16
Shot-1> 100lb* 89*0,10
not mine, that you hare tarried so long. To
Black
®10
C.
M.
.88
M
M
PLU
K
By
Drop.812*-dl3 hoy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
be plain with you, sir, 1 do not like either your
Bunch p box 4 33 a,\ 46 Buck.
13a 134
consequence of which I suffered constant martyrlooks or conduct, and tear you have some had
386. Wabhinotoh 8t Hath.
Layer.4 60 * 4 82 Soap.
dom.
Dates.7 a 9c Duty 35 f>c ad vat.
Every moment of my waking life was embitdesign in thus intruding into my family.”
•.•Term* 81 per day. Stable oonnac^
Prunes.8Va 10 j Leatbe k Gere®, Trowwas irequeutiy unable to
ierea, ana
The wrath of this parley had drawn the
sleep at night.
VI wwr—Portland’ insp. bridge k Smith® Exwith house.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with*
company from the parlor, and by their united
87
25
tra
No.
91
Superfine94@
l|>lb
0Ojj£7
June
Bath,
23,1862.
dtf
out
and
I
success,
entertained
the purpose, as a last
interference the stranger was permitted to
Fancy.7 25 a 7 50 Family do.8fa 84
Extra.7 75a8 25 No. 1.7? @ ft
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
lodge in the house, and as no bed could be
25a« 60 Eagle No. 1.6]@ 6}
SAGADAHOC
It
Family.8
HOUSE,
he
the
of
thus
consented
to
rest
in
the
had,
hope
finding relief.
easy chair beExtra Superior 9 00v«9 26 Star.64@ 5|
fore the parlor lire.
In the meantime, most providentially, I noticed
Alft’ed Carr,
extras 7 75 a.8 25 Castile.161 d 171
Proprietor, j Western
"
.8
25a8
the
hoarders
seemed
75
to
confide
in
one
a
family
in
Crane’*.9 (a 9j
Though
day
shop window a bottle of POOR RIC H*
BATH, MAINE.
**
the stranger's honesty, it was not so with Mrs.
superior 8 60a9 00 Spire.
AKD'S EYE WATER. 1 had never heard of it beOhio extra
.7 75a8 25 Duty
Root 6c,
TI1E City of Bath i* one of the healthiest
Franklin. With suspicio is caution she collectGinger
j
but
determined
to try it, and did, with the most
fore,
family.. 8 50 a8 75 Ground Ginger 8c, Peplocalities on the coast of Maiue—delightfuled her silver spoons, pepper-box and porringCanada superNo.l 7 75d,
per and Pimento 12c,
delightful results. In a very few days the paiuful
situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
ly
StLnuisFavBrndslO alii
Clove t 15c,
er, from her closets, and alter securing her
10e,
rritatioii was removed: I could bear the strongest
J_ ,r“in the sea, and affords oue ot the most
III.do do.9? aiol
(as tin Bud* 20c, Cinna~
parlor door by sticking a fork over the latch, luvitiiu' retreats from the dust and turmoil of our Southern
Pet apsco Family .Hi still
num 25c, Mace and Sutlight, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
cities.
carried the valuables to her chamlier,
charging large
Rye Flour.4 a 4} megt 30c
lb.
1 uow keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
1 he Saoadahock is one of the finest, most
the negro man u> sleep with Ills dollies oil, to
spaCorn Meal.4J a 41 Cassia p lb.48 @50o
cious, and beat appointed Hotel* in the State, located
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
Buckw’t Fl’r p lb 3jc^4j Clove*.41 a42
take tile great cleaver to bed with him, and to j within thaee minute*
walk of the Depot, Steamboat
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be with(Iraia.
Ginger, (Race)... .36 @83
waken and suite the vagrant at lie first noise
Landing, l’ost Office, Custom House Ac., being diDuty Com and Oats 10c. (iinger, (Africa). .35 @83
out it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
be should make in attempting to pluuder.
rectly in the business centre of the City.
Rye and Darley 16c. and Mace.83 €90
say, farther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
Term* Maderale br Ike Week ar Daj,
Mrs. Franklin rose before the sun, roused
Vfheat 20c P 6u. From Nutmeg*.96(al 00
times from protracted paia in and over her eye-, aud
Dr. Provinces free.
the domestics, and was agreeably surprised
dtf
Bath, Juue 23,1862.
Pepper. 31 a 32
Rye.95® 1 00 Pimento.24 €26
she has found Poor Richard’s Eye Water a sovto find her terriying guest quietly Bleeping in
Oat*.66 ®68
Seed*.
her chair. She awoke him with a cheerful
ereign specific in her case, giving her almost iustant
South Yel.Corn.. 1 08®i 06 Duty
lAnteed
18c
p hu.,
CENTRAL HOUSE,
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
.1 OOal 08
Corn, Mixed
good morning, inquired how lie rested, and
Canary 81 p hu Mut25 tard Sc P lb.
I personally received, I cannot hut commend the
E. O. Mayo,
invited him to partake of her breakfast, which
Proprietor. Barley.l»v«l
prepShorts p ton. ...823 o25 Herd* Ghum, 82 80-23 12
was always served
aration to all who have been sufferers like myself.
previous to that of her
Fine Feed.27
PABBADUMKEAG, MAINE.
Western ,Clover 12 @124
boarders.
P. 8 HENSON,
(•rindatonr*.
Red Top.83 o 34
iTIIK subscriber would very respect Ail) v an“And pray, sir,” said Mrs. Franklin,“as you
Lin*eed.4 60® 4 56
Duty Dough—free.
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
nounce to hi* numerous friends, and ttie
Rough, p ton... .820®25 Canary. 4 60@4 62
appear to be a stranger in Boston, to what'dis1430
Retidenc*
public generally, that during the temporary
Poplar St., Philadelphia.
L>roused .35 a 4“
Sagar.
tant country do you belong?”
-jCOinj>ul--.r\ -:i-|i< ii-i«>n of ui* business he
{■ST*Numerous certificates of a similar character
Gunpowder.
Duty: Me/ado2c.notyiftnve
tarnished this well-known bouse anew, and i*
“I belong, madam, to the colony of PennValued at less than So. 12 2$c, above So. 12
Duty
be
furnished.
might
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon hi* cu*20c p lb 6c. orev 20c 6c
and not ahorelb Be,above
sylvania, and reside in Philadelphia”
tomero. au.1 lioi*;, by ilnct atteution to fheir want,
So. 15 and not aboi'e 20
p lt> and 20 pc ad val.
At the mention ot Philadelphia, the Doctor
to merit a eootmoauce of tbe
Poor Richard** Eye and Ear Water
which
he
haa
patronage
Blasting.85V<$ 6 34c. above So. 20 and redeclared that he for the first time perceived
hitherto received.
K. G MAYO
Rifle aud Sporting.
fined 4c |> lb.
Is truly a Sovereign Remedy for Intamed and Dis!
June 23,1862.
8jj
Passadumkeag,
like
emotion
in
her.
d&wtf
something
Portland A.none.
"
eased Eyes, Dim ViaioL and Weak Eyes, Deafaeas,
do.
A A.11 falli
p net T.818 ®15
Philadelphia I” said she. while the earnest
Loose.13 ^14
do.
Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism a^d NeuYellow... none.
a
mother
suffused
of
her
anxiety
eye,
why,
Hides nnd Skins.
Extra Yellow.... none.
ralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
if you live in Philadelphia, perhaps you know
U. S.
Muscovado. 11 fall]
Jhity 10 pc ad ral.
| the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
li. A. Hides. 80 ® 81:
do.
in bond 7 m 8
my Ben ?”
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Western. 21 a 22. Havana Brown
11* 2)12
Who, madam ?”
do.
Hides..
White
131
€14
Slaughter
.Ww7lc\
Stores in this city. Price 16 cents ter Bottle.
“Ben Franklin.
FOR SALS AT THR
My dear Ben. Oh! I
! New Orleans.12l€l4
CalfSkins.llglS
would give the world to see him! He is the
Tubes 6 Cent*.
CowCrushed.lft Va'619
PENSION agency office, Calcutta
H H. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
dearest son that ever blessed a mother.”
Slaughtered. 190®210f Granulated.16f€lft]
Oreen Salt.1 85®200 Powdered.15fgl6f
In Merchants’ Bank Building, Exchange *t.
Agents.
What! Is Ben Frauklin, the printer, your
Tallaw.
Sheep Pelts, Gr’n.14® 82
MRS. M. G. BROWN, Proprietor,
son ? Why, he Is my most intimate Mend. He
Jan22 dtf
Sheep Pelts, Dry flpgtyl Duty Tallow 1 pc, Soap
novlS dfim
No. 410 Arch St.. Philadelphia.
I

K.
1*

o r AC.

Cmemmw mf Pearl mad Federal Slo..

...

HOT ELS.

*.

VV

UiO

—

Oil_1 l&al 26
Oaioaa
Pbbl.9AWS4 87
P bush.1 60® 1 56

Free.
Harwood
.2 f®
Bran I Wood
13 (a)

'BAW.kAgenL

avAdi

fIR,

Ticket* sold in Boston tor all the stations on
the
Kennebec ft Portland, Androecoggin. and Somerset
ft Kennebec Roads
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot ft Kannebec Railroad, passengers will
purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills
arson counterions.
8Uges leave Bath dally at 8 00 P M., for Wtocaaset. Damartecotta, Waldoboro', Warren, Rockland
and Thomas ton.
Leave Augusta for Belfkst, at 4.00 P. M., or on nrrival of of train froml'ortland
B H. CUSHMAN.
Manager and Superintendent
Augusta, Nov. 16, lg«2.
novlS

SBHHEa

riTiicun'

1}

Andruscoggfn

wSJJtdlle

or

Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, ke.
Will devote bis personal attentio
to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable

_JeSStr
MAINE

16 Neat*foot

■

Ac.

Steam and (ias F.ttings of all
descriptions,
w ill also attend to
fitting the above for steam

Yov TjCkAvCS iv\\A V!\\'v\.v\vcw
Whose Hair

Fittings,

THK

Arrowroot,

60c ffewt., Sal Soda and American.81® 91
Sods Ash $c
tb, ( Vude Oil.
Brimstone Co and Roll
Sperm, Whale and
Duty
do. $6
Alcohol
40c
ton,
other Fish Oils of forft gal
eign fisheries 20 4>c ad
Alum ff tb.4 !® 6c rat., Linseed, IDmpseed
Aloe*.30 % 37 and Rapeseed23c 4» gal.,
Arrow Root.17 ft40
Of ire 23c.
Salad 50c,
Borax.80 «38
Palm, Seal and CocoaBrimatoue (roll).. 4}(a 5
nut 10c ® gal.
Bi-Carb. Soda- 7 ft74 Portland Keroeene
Sulphur. 6 « 6) lliuminat’g Oil 80 <g&6c
8a) Soda. ..84-ft 4 Machine.80 fa. 82
Camphor.180® 186 Clarine.
Cream Tartar.40 a 70 Sperm Winter. 212%215
Logwood ex.14<&15 Whale, ref. Wint 1 12fa 1 15
do.
Crude.1 00®
Magneaia.28 «36
Indigo, M’la, fine Clfa 2 Grand Rank and
Chaleur.
92* a 294
Madder.17e<fl8 Ray
Opium. $11 o HI Shore.27j a2sj
Rhubarb.200ft22o Unwed.«1 82®186
Alcohol.1 KVa 1 20 Roiled.188*190
Fluid.1 32 9)1 70 l-*rd Oil.1
16® l 18
tampbene.4m>a4 06 lHive OH.22fta2 25

deterpay eash.
are

subscriber would inform his friends and the
public, that he may be found at
3 7
UNION STREET,
(anti! bis shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any orders
for steam, gas and water pipe*.

*£?i«dtf

for
the

SfS? M2lT,r for ,,<>rtl»Bd •* « 36 and 9

MACHINERY,

Steam and Gas

with

wick for

S
o.al 1

JnlSltf

ZYLOBA LSAIMUM,

Bath and Angnata at 1.00 P M
trains nt BrunsLewiston. Livermore
Wilton and Farmiugton; and at Augusta with the Somerset ft Ken.
nebec Railroad for Vassalboro’,
Ken I
dall’a Mills and Skowbegan; and at
Kendall's Mills
with the Penobeeot ft Kennebec Railroad
for Burn,
ham, lltteticld. Newport and Bangor.

connecting

FOUR TEARS OLD,

Female*, Weakly

Br’,“*«i<* with the Androecoggin
Evermore Falla, WUton aud

order*:

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh’J.
SAWYER * WHITNEY.

The feat unequalled P»rpntmlnn« for
ttetiorlag, Invigomtlng, Henuiifying
and UreaiilBi Ike Ilnlr,

ro«

for

Boston,at 10.46A.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Hard and Soli Wood.

@42c

Farmington
Portland

and

WHe7

SAMBCJC1

AND

Choice Oporto Qrajn,

quality, and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nora Scotia and other

iSiOAa

PURE,

Vork A Cumberland Railroad.

host

are

Duty fig ljc » lb.
Am. l-ig Ji 1001b.*ll)gl2
f oreign
Sheet and 1'ipe.. 12j *13
eaalr

COAL

SMITHS' USE.

FOR

!.■■# her—From yard.
ft81 Clear l’ine, No. 1 £88 a
do.
(ft 3fi
No.2 86 g
Mocha.None.
do.
No.3 26 g 28
do.
No. 4 14 a
('•rdagr.
Duty Tarredl\e, Manil- Shipping Lumber.18 <0 20
tb. Spruce.11 a 12
la 24. all other 31
American |> tb ..16 ft 16} Hemlock.8 <glo
Ruaeia Hemp.19 ft 19] Bo* Sh'ks, (cash) 46 a66c
Manilla.18jftl9 Clapb'ds, S ext .814 u Its ,
do.
F
ft20
SO SS2 ]
Boltrope, Ruwia
do.
Manilla. 20Jft21 Shingles, Osd. ext 30 81
do.
Cement*
No.l ll tt 21
do. ext. Fine 3’ a 41
^ bbl.Cl 50@160
Drnna aa4 Dye*.
Lmtlia,Spruce... 125gl40
flimodo.
tb—Oil
Duty:
Fine.126a'2 nu
mon 92, Oil Almonds and Bed Oak Stave#
So ,o36
Otto qf Rose Cl 60. Oil Mol. Hhd. Shooks
Bergamot, Cassiai and i Heads,city 2<30 2 76
Cloves Cl, Hydriodate Sugar do. city 2tao276
do. do. c'trT.l 26a 1 50
Pot ashlbc, Cant harides.
Mastic, Ipecac, Rh uharb, Green Co'y sa d 800100
Cardamons, (HI Lemon. Country Bifl Mol.
Anise and Orange, IoHhd.Shooks 12f>al35
dine 60c, Toluand (Vude
.10O.gl20
( amphnr30c, Re fined do. llosrrvs.......WO
<g36
40c. Tartaric Acid 20r, liackmetack TimCream Tartar, (Htric hor. p
tun.10®20
Acid, Shellac, Copal, Da- Molnaart,
mar and Hums used for Duty
Oc V pal.
like purposes 10c. Aloes. Cienftieg*. old-none.
Verdi oris, Chlorate of Trinidad.old.42
44
Potash, ('arb. Maqnesia Cuba claved,new 41 a 42
6c. Boracic Acid, Yellow do.
rfo.Urt". 34,d:v>
Prussiate Potash and do. Mu*C'»vado". 44
Bed do. 10c, Liquorice, New Orlean*.
i.’ir Arid ana Sugar Portland Syrup,hhd*.none
do.
qf Lead 4c. Asphalt urn
bbls none.
and Bi-< hro. Potash 9c,
Nail*.
Sago 11c, Epsom Salts, Duty: (hitlc, Wrought2c,
Liquorice Root, Ri-(Yirb. Assorted 8c f> lb.
Soda, Caustic Sodsi lc; C**k. 9b OOcarh.
Castor Off 50c ft go!..
Xaral Store*.
Morphine $2 oz.. Al- Duty Turpentine, Rosin,
um 60c
cwt., Coj per as
/Utrh, Tar2f)\*cad cal.,
60c
cwt., Muriatic AcS. Turpentine 15c h*gal.
id 10 ftc ad ral.. Spong- Tar (foreign)® bbl.8iaal4
IsinPitch
es, A*s<\fcttida.
(Coal Tar). .84*® 4j
glass. Elor Sulphur.Sen- Roein.18 (df20

Duty

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHNS,
THE GENUINE
LOBBERT,
Pure and Free Burning,

brad.

ItiicL-lami

CASH,

DELIVERED TO ANT PART OF THECITT.

Sheathing.90 3
Eichaair.
London—60d. 1743177
'aria./8 15&8 22

IMg.11J&12

ih

FOR

SPEER'S

On and after Wednesday, Nor. 18th,
1862, passenger train, will leave aa fo|.

Leave

~&~W O O D,

CHEAP

AJiL gdd I

Augustafor Bath, Portland

I. w. WINGER.

COAL

(.rather.
3(1 $ic ad rat.
New York, light. 80 *32c
do. tnd. wu.. 32 *,33
do. heavy.... 32 *33
do. slaughter. 34 *38
Amer. ( allskins 81 m 91
Sl’ter Wax loath ly * 20

l.irar.
Duty 10 4>c ad rat.

Long Wharf,

that may be wanted.

Jan* d8m

AND PORTLAND R. R.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

marine, Fire and Life Insurance,

Duty

Country.13 a, 14

S|£ENNEBEC

Whore he is prepared to write any amount of

lb.12*12/c

Sperm.36 ;&38

(ea I-(Retail.)

Ho. 166 Fore St, head of

MEDICAu”””

RAILROADS.

The undersigned has removed his Office to

Coach.8} 3 6
tured 26, all other kind* Damar. .443
35 $*c ad val.
Wool.
6’s410's best br'd».70 @76c Duty: Coating 18c p lb
do.
medium 65 @68
and under 5 pc, over 18c
do.
common. 60 fa62
to 24c p lb 3c, over 24c
half lbs best br’ds 78 @80
9c P lb.
do. med. good 66 @70 Fleece...60
@70c
do. common.. .60 'a62 Lambs.
.66 376
Natural Leaf, tbs $1 @ Uj Zinc.
Fancy, in Foil.1J@ 2 fhity: lt\ bloeka or piga
Tin.
lie, in aheeta 2c p lb,
Duty Pig 16c, Plate* 26 mannfocturea qf 30 Pc
%>c ad cal.
ad r al.
Banca. cash.64c@ 66 Cfg* and •labs.5i§
6J
Straits, cash.60 'a62 Sheet JLosalmann. 144316

8]

)S.

Removal!

ac

Sptrmand

ihrete*
Duty 4c it lb.
Veriuout it tb... .16

BUSINESS CA

I Flax
"

Ginseng Turpentinefgal 876®390
20 *>c. Bleaching PowOakaa.
ders 30c l* cirf., Sago Duty
Fret.

STEAMBOATS.

she called an elof the Council in
Whom she was accustomed to confide, into
another room, complained bitterly of the rudeness of the stranger, told tlie manner of bis
introduction to her house, and observed that
he seemed an outlandish sort of a man. She
thought he hail something verv suspicions in
his appearance, and she concluded by soliciting her Irieud’s advice as to the way she could
most easily rid herself ol his presence.
Tlie
old gentleman assured her that the stranger,
was surely a young man of good education,
and, to all appearances a gentleman
that,
perhaps, being in agreeable company, be paid
»no attention to tlie lateness of the hour.
He
advised her to call tbe stranger aside and repeat her inability to lodge him. She accordingly sent her maid to him, and with as much
complacency as she could command, she recapitulated the situation of her family, observed
that it grew' late, and mildly intimated he
would do well to seek lodgings.
The Doctor replied that he would by no
means incommode the family, but with her
leave he would smoke one more pipe with her
boarders, and then retire.
He returned to the company, filled his pipe,
Md with the first whiff his conversational
powers returned with double force. He recounted the ha-dships endured by their ancestors, he extolled thir piety, virtue and devotion to religious freedom. The subject of the
day's debate in the House of ltepresentatives
was mentioned by one of the members.
A
bill bad been introduced to extend the prerogative ol the royal Governor. The Doctor
Immediately joined in the discussion, supported! he colonial right* with newand forcible arwas lamiliar w ith the names of the
fluential men in the House when Dudley
was Governor, reeited their speeches, and
applauded their noble defence of the charter of

with
tectress.

a

«•
Boft,
.4j<g6
Twine.
Ihity 35 Pc ad val.
Cotton Sail.1033106

*>•

less than 1 inch thick or
Applet*
more than 7 inches tride.
Green k>bbl.175a2 00
rounds lest than
j inch
Sliced p tb.
or more than 4 inches in
Cored it tb.6
diameter, and squmres
Uncored ** tb.2*<® 8
less than h inch or mart
Bread*
than 4 inches sonar* *20,
Railroad *12 oO, Boiler
Duty 30 ytc.
Pilot
lOOtbs.
96 @ 61 and Plate *25
ton,
Ship. G * G) Sheet 2g£Jc
lb and
Cracker* per bbl.. 8<i(fi,4
ton*&S6
Crackers, i* 100 86 ^40c (o Dim on.4i@44
"
Butter.
Refined ,4j «6
Swede.7 @ 7*
Duty 4c f? tb.
tb.22
@26c Norway ..7j* 8
Family V
Store.16 (®17 last steel.80 *81
Bean a.
Liernian Steel.
19 *20
Marrow
bush92 62,&2 75 EnglishjHIis steel 22 a2*
Pea.2 76.0.300 Spring.14* 16
Blue Pod.2 60,0,2 76 Sheet Iron. Kugl. ,7fa8
C'aadlea*
Sheet Iron, Kussia. 19
22
W'ax8c, <lo
Hus im't.. 131*16
Duty
Steartne 6c, Tallow ‘J$c
l.ard.
Itarrel, V lb.12&m
it tb.
Mould it tb.IbclalQ Kegs, V
:.'Ml

|>c ad val.

! American refined
I Hough.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Expressly corrected for the Press to March 18
An additional duty
(lop*.
10 k*c is levied on all mer- Duty 6c *> lb.
chanuise not imported di- First 8ort, 1862
14 @16
rect from the place qf proI ron.
duction or growth.
Duty:
Pig and Stamp 96
A»hea*
Bar not
exceeding *60 fcJ
ad val.
Duty 10
ton value *17 & ton, exPearl
ton *18,
tb.8*@ 8f ceeding *60
p°*

na,

family.
Immediately after supper
derly gwnlleiiian, a mcintier

ing

lady, raising her tearful eyes, and 1 have S'jffered a friend of my son Ben to sleep upon this
hard chair, while I myself rested on a soft
bed r
Mr*. Franklin then told her unknown guest
that though he had been abeeut lYom her ever
•iuce he was a child, she could not fail to know
him among a thousand strap ge faces, for there
was a natural feeling In the breast of
every
mother, which she knew would enable her,
witliout a possibility ol a
to
mistake, recognize
her son in any disguise lie
might assume.
Franklin doubted and took leave to dispute
his mother's proposition on the
power of natural feeling, lie said he had tried the
natural
feeling” in his own mother, and lound it deficient in the power she ascribed to it.
“And did your mother,” inquired she, “not
know you? or if she did not seem to know
yon, was not her kindness to you an evidence
that she saw something in your
appearance
that was dear to her, so that she could not resist treating you with particular tenderness
and affection ?”
“No, indeed,” replied Franklin, “she neither
knew ine, nor did she treat me with the least
symptom of kindness. She would have turned me out of doors but for the interposition of
strangers. She could hardly be persuaded to
let me sit at her table. 1 knew 1 was in my
mother's house, and Imd a claim upon her hospitality ; and therefore you may suppose when
she peremptorily commanded me to leave the
house, I was In no hurry to obey.”
“Surely,” interrupted his mother, “she could
not have treated you so unmotherly without
some cause.”
“I gave her none,” replied the Doctor. “She
would tell you herself 1 had alwuys been a
dutiful son—that she doated upon me, and
when I came to her house as a
stranger,, my
conduct was scrupulously correct and respectful. It was a stormy uight, and 1 had been
absent so long that I had become a stranger
in tile place. I told my mother this, and yet,
so little was she influenced by the “natural
feeling” of which you speak, that she absolutely refused me a bed, and would hardly suffer
what she called my presumption in taking a
seat at tile table.
But this was not the worst,
for no sooner was the supper ended than my
good mother told me, witli an air of solemn
earnestness, that I must leave the house.”
Franklin then proceeded to describe the
scene at the trout door—the snow-drift that
came so opportunely Into the
entry—his appeal to her “natural feeling” of a mother—her
unnatural and unfeeliug rejection of his prayer—and finally, her very reluctant compliance
with the solicitations of other people in his
behalf, that he might be permitted to sleep in
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